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PREFACE

1. INTRODUCTION

A person's nationality is described as a continuing legal relationship between a sovereign

state on one hand and the citizen on the other. Under International Law, nationality

constitutes an important link between the individual and the state.

Dual citizenship means that a person is allowed to hold the citizenship of two or more

countries. This means that a person may have several citizenships at a go. Consequently

he may have the rights and obligations conferred by each of these countries as its citizens.

These several citizenships may be of three countries, however, cases of dual or multiple

citizenship are more common. The terms "dual citizenship" and "dual nationality" are

now used interchangeably.

Every independent nation makes its own decision as to which its citizens will be.

Therefore, nationality of a person is determined in accordance with the rules of municipal

law. A person then possesses dual or multiple citizenship when more than one country

recognizes them as its citizen.

Usually countries follow the common law in defining citizenship. This is based on ones

decent, place of birth, naturalization or marriage. The nationality laws of every state

provide the acquisition of its nationality by birth either, according to jus soli, that is by

being born in the territory of a state; or jus sanguinis, that is by decent-being born of

parents who are its nationals, and sometimes, according to both. These two principles will

be discussed later in depth. One can also acquire nationality subsequently, by operation

of law, due to the effect of certain changes in the civil status of an individual, like

marriage ,adoption, legitimation, affiliation and naturalization.

Some countries in the world have liberalized their citizenship laws and adopted dual

citizenship while others such as Kenya have not. Understanding the issues surrounding

dual citizenship and why it should be legalized in Kenya is important.



2. BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In Kenya, whether to make provision for dual citizenship in our Kenyan Constitution or

not has been the subject of much debate. This was seen more clearly in the deliberations

of the delegates involved in the process of reviewing the Constitution of Kenya between

2003 and 2004. Delegates were divided into two camps. There were those for and that are

against its provision in the New Constitution. It is worth noting, that Kenya has been

reviewing its current Constitution for the last two years. Allowing dual citizenship has

been one of these contested issues hence the debate.

The Kenyan government has frowned upon Kenyans acquiring other citizenships,

because in some way or another this has shown disloyalty to the Kenyan citizenship.

Kenyan citizens who do this have been perceived to be unpatriotic to their country.

However, this is not the case.

Our Kenyan citizenship laws have been discriminatory to women in that Kenyan women

living abroad cannot as the laws stand confer citizenship to their children born abroad.

Their male counterparts on the other hand can confer automatic Kenyan citizenship to

their children born in the same circumstances. Further, women who are Kenyan citizens

who get married to non Kenyans automatically lose their Kenyan citizenship to embrace

that of their husband since Kenya does not allow dual citizenship. These women can

neither confer Kenyan citizenship to their foreign husbands nor, their children. To other

Kenyan citizens who seek to acquire foreign citizenship by naturalization, they should

not be denied their rights as Kenyan citizens due to the fact that they have embraced

foreign citizenships.

Our current Constitution, section 97 outlaws dual citizenship. Section 97 subsection (1)

specifically states that, "A person who, upon the attainment of age of twenty-one years, is

a citizen of Kenya and also a citizen of some country other than Kenya shall, subject to

subsection (7), cease to be a citizen of Kenya upon the specified date unless he has

renounced his citizenship of that other country, taken the oath of allegiance and, in the

case of a person who was born outside Kenya, made and registered such declaration of
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his intentions concernmg residence as may be prescribed by or under an Act of

Parliament."

Section 97 subsection (3) also states that,

"A citizen of Kenya shall, subject to subsection (7) cease to be such a citizen if:

a) Having attained the age of twenty- one years, he acquires the

citizenship of some country other than Kenya by voluntary act

(other than marriage) or;

b) Having attained the age 9f twenty-one years, he acqurres the

citizenship of some other country other than Kenya and has not, by

the specified date, renounced his citizenship of that other country,

taken the oath of allegiance and made and registered such

declaration of his intention concerning residence as may be

prescribed by or under an Act of Parliament."

The meaning of this section has been, where a Kenyan acquires foreign citizenship, he

must renounce Kenyan citizenship to embrace the foreign one since if he does not

renounce the foreign one, within a specified period of time; he ceases to be a Kenyan

citizen. He hence visits Kenya as a tourist.

The Proposed New Draft Constitution (published on Tuesday, 23rd August 2005,

by Attorney General; Amos Wako) has taken a step in chapter 4, section 21 to provide for

dual citizenship when the new Constitution comes into force. Section 21 (a) of that draft

states that, " A person who is a citizen by birth does not lose citizenship by reason only of

acquiring the citizenship of another country". Subsection (b) further states that, "A person

who is a citizen by birth may apply to regain citizenship, if the person has ceased to be a

citizen as a result of acquiring the citizenship of another country." This illustrates that the

new Constitution that will come into force in the near future makes provision for dual

citizenship to Kenyan citizens by birth only. This provision allowing dual citizenship

therefore protects a citizen by birth that does not lose citizenship by reason only of

acquiring the citizenship of another country; and the same person may apply to regain

citizenship if the person had ceased to be a Kenyan citizen as a result of acquiring the
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citizenship of another country. This is different from previous drafts of the Constitution

that had been deliberated on, which were not categorical on the type of Kenyan citizen

who can hold dual citizenship. However, providing dual citizenship for Kenyan citizens

by birth is the first step towards allowing dual citizenship in Kenya.

The statement of the problem will therefore deal with issues surrounding dual

citizenship including its advantages and disadvantages with a view that the advantages

outweigh the disadvantages and Kenya should therefore, as a country allow dual

citizenship.

3. JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY

This study is undertaken to try and understand the concept of dual citizenship. Not much

has been written on dual citizenship except in form of bits and pieces that are scattered on

various literatures dealing with citizenship and nationality. 1 have therefore embarked on

this study to show that dual citizenship is indeed beneficial and therefore, is advantageous

as compared to single citizenship. Kenya can then embrace this concept by making its

citizenship laws more liberal.

This dissertation is an attempt to point out that by making provision for dual

citizenship in our Kenyan Constitution or making our citizenship laws more flexible,

issues of denouncing Kenyans citizenship can be tackled effectively in that; there will be

no automatic loss of citizenship such as, through marriage, which was the case before.

This will involve showing the attendant economic benefits of dual citizenship that is how

dual citizenship impacts positively on selected areas of the government and the

individual; as compared to the single system of citizenship laws, which exists today. For

example with an improvement of social security due to dual citizenship, the economy of

Kenya will grow thus being beneficial to the individual and the state. With dual

citizenship in place Kenyans can hold positions of office in other countries. In addition

they can vote and be elected in political positions of foreign states. This would help
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Kenya in its domestic matters affecting it and the countries its citizens are also citizens

of. This would enhance International Corporation.

According to the words of Peter Schuck, a Yale Law School Professor who has written

extensivelyon the topic of dual nationality .He says,

"I share the sentiments that indeed the trend towards tolerance of dual nationality has

coincided with enormous changes in the world during the last ten years, one of the

greatest periods of migration in history."

This shows the increasing importance to incorporatdtdual citizenship in our municipal

laws and more particularly in our Kenyan Constitution.

It is my hope that Kenyans and the legal fraternity will appreciate the legal

benefits of dual citizenship once it is legalized. It is on this note that if will endeavor to

bring out its transparency in my dissertation. With more ~ountries legalizing their

citizenship laws, it would indeed be encouraging to see Kenya follow suit, as the world

becomes a global village.

4. OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this study is to examine generally the advantages and

disadvantages of granting dual citizenship and the issues surrounding this type of

citizenship. This will include the impact dual citizenship has on the government and the

individual in improving the standard of living. More specifically the study intends to:

i) Find out who qualifies to be given the status of a dual citizenship that is,

should it be selective or open ended to include all Kenyans including

high-ranking government officials?

Find out the advantages and disadvantages of dual citizenship generally.
L

Find out what are the economic benefits of dual citizenship

Find out how dual citizenship will affect Kenya as regards its citizens and the

international community. This will involve issues relating to dispute

ii)

iii)

iv)
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resolution between Kenya and its citizens who are also citizens of other states.

On what grounds can Kenya espouse a claim on behalf of its citizen in

international law who has been injured?

v) Find out what are the advantages and disadvantages of countries with dual

citizenship laws such as Nigeria and the United Kingdom (UK). What

advantages do they have as countries that Kenya can emulate?

5. HYPOTHESIS

This research is based on the following hypotheses.

1. That the introduction of a new law in Kenya will lead to a solution of some

problems facing Kenyans who acquire different citizenship. Such problems

include for example, Kenyan's being denied their right of Kenyan citizenship for

being born in foreign countries. Also Kenyan's acquiring greener pastures abroad

in foreign states are forced to renounce their Kenyan allegiance, which many have

become attached to.

2. That the existing citizenship laws are inefficient, as they do not c-ater for emerging

problems of citizenship as the world becomes a global village. The world has had

to undergo enormous changes during the last ten years, one of the greatest

periods of migration in history. Indeed many foreign marriages continue to take

place, children continue to de born in foreign lands and more so many continue to

seek domicile in other states other than their countries of birth.

3. That a new law is necessary to be able to make provision for dual citizenship to be

introduced in Kenya especially by the Kenyan Constitution as the law of the land.

6. CHAPTER BREAKDOWN

This will cover an overview of the chapters.

Chapter 1 is the Introduction. This presents in brief what the whole work shall cover. It

shall define the concept of citizenship, the concept of dual citizenship. This will illustrate
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the origin of dual citizenship and how dual citizenship occurs. In addition, this will lay

down a foundation for a comparative analysis between single citizenship and dual

citizenship.

Chapter 2 will give reasons why dual citizenship should be allowed or provided for in

theNew Constitution. This will involve looking at the advantages and disadvantages of

dual citizenship. This will give a further insight as to whether the goals sought to be

adhered by application of dual citizenship as compared to single citizenship can be

achievedor not.

Chapter 3 will be an attempt to study the place of dual citizenship in Kenya compared to

the United Kingdom and Nigeria .. This is to illustrate how some countries, such as these

havebenefited from their dual citizenship laws. This is with a view of trying to establish

howeffectively Kenya can adopt dual citizenship and where pos~ible, even borrow a leaf

fromthe practice in these countries.

Chapter 4 will deal with the conclusion and the recommendations. The study will

involve stating the effectiveness of dual citizenship. What is the future of dual citizenship

in Kenya? What checks and balances will be put in place to ensure effectiveness in its

operation? The recommendations will illustrate how dual citizenship can complement

the rights and duties of Kenyan citizens.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE CONCEPT OF CITIZENSHIP

1.1INTRODUCTION.

Citizenshipis defined generally as the country in which a person is born, and has not lost

or removed citizenship, or naturalized and to which that person owes allegiance and by

which he or she is entitled to be protected. These include the rights and privileges a

citizenenjoys in distinction from a foreigner. Natioftality is often referred to as a bond

between an individual and a state that establishes reciprocal rights and duties between

them.A citizen therefore, is a person born or naturalized in a certain country and subject

to the jurisdiction of that country. Aliens on the other hand are persons who are not

citizensof a particular state. They are non-citizens or foreigners who do not enjoy the

samerights and privileges as citizens of a particular state.

However, It is worth noting that, nationality is slightly different form citizenship; though

often used interchangeably. Nationality creates a legal relationship between the state and

the individual under international law, and is therefore the quality of belongingness to

state in a person is internationally known. Citizenship on the other hand, is the sole

concern of municipal law. It bestows political status upon an individual whereby a citizen

enjoys freedom and political rights under municipal law.

However, citizenship and nationality men the something only that the context in which

they are used is different as above mentioned. That is to say those definitions of

nationality will be used to include those of citizenship in this dissertation. In addition the

mode of acquiring citizenship is the same as that of acquiring nationality. This section

analyses general citizenship rules in the present day, state competence in such matters,

and related consequences of affected individuals. The concept of Citizenship will be

discussed in detail and more so the concept of dual citizenship. Advantages and

disadvantages of holding dual citizenship will emerge with a need to redefine Kenya's

identity. The draft bill or the famous Proposed New Draft Constitution is very
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progressiveand addresses most of the salient issues that have concerned Kenyans for a

longtime.' Dual citizenship is one of these issues articulated in section 21 of that bill.

1.2 NATIONALITY.

The bond known as "nationality" is a legal, political and social link between an

individualand a state2Under international law, nationality constitutes an important link

betweenthe citizen and the state. It establishes a continuing relationship between the

sovereignstate on the one hand and the citizen on 1tl.eother hand3 The fundamental basis

of a man's nationality is his membership of an independent political community."

Fenwickdefines nationality as," the bond which exists a unites a person to a given state

whichconstitutes his membership in the particular state and which subjects him to the

obligationscreated by the laws of the state"." In the Nottebohm case,G second phase, the

International Court of Justice stated, that,"

"Nationality IS a legal bond having its basis in a social fact of

attachment, a genuine connection of existence, interest and

sentiments, together with the existence of reciprocal rights and

duties ... conferred by the state, it only entitles that state to exercise

protection viz-a -viz another state, if it constitutes a transition into

judicial terms of the individuals connections with the state which

made him its national".

It may be said that the individual upon whom it is conferred is in fact more

closely connected with the other state. Nationality established mutual expectations

for both the state that confers it and the individual who accepts it. The state has

the right to require its citizens to serve in its military forces. In addition, the state

J Dr.Patricia Kameri -Mbote 'Audit &Review of Depths in Citizenship and Bill of Rights' (Aug 2003)
Katiba News -Media Development Association & Rural Urban Information Network pp 4 & 5

2 William Slornanson, Fundamental Perspectives on International Law 3rd Ed.pp 176

3 See S.K. Verma, an Introduction to Public International Law, pp194.

4 See P.P. Balsara, Elements of Public International Law, pp47.

5 See Charles, G. Fenwick on International law.

6 Liechtenstein v. Guatemala (1955) ICJ, Rep 4 pp.23
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mayalso tax an individual for earnings accrued anywhere in the world. On the

otherhand an individual is entitled to rights, privileges and benefits of citizenship,

subjectto the limits set in a countries Constitution. Such include section 3 of the

SouthAfrican Constitution of 1996,The 14th Amendment to the US or the United

StatesConstitution and section 13 of the Proposed New Draft Constitution. These

rightsinclude legal, political and social rights such as rights to vote and stand in

officeand most important of the m all is the right of state protection accorded to

the individual. The right of state protection means essentially, "That the home

stateassists its nationals or citizens when they are ~road and are being mistreated

byanother state or its agents.:" For example, a British citizen who is by a Saudi

Arabian may seek Britain's assistance. The protection would materialize in the

formof a British diplomatic or consular officer's inquiry or protest on behalf of

the British citizen who was harassed by Saudi's conduct that violated

international expectations.

The above-mentioned case'' involved the question if genuine link in establishing the

nationality of an individual who posses dual or multiple citizenship or nationalities. The

case involved the issue of nationality of claims. A claim will fail unless it can be proved

that the injured individual is a national of the claimants state and that the individual has a

genuine link with the claimant state. This theory therefore, has been used by international

law to limit power of states, which turn themselves into claims agents by conferring their

nationality on individuals who have no genuine link with them. It will be discussed later

in this dissertation.

In this case Nottebohm was a German national, who owned land in Guatemala. It entered

into war with German during World War I.He went to stay in Liechtenstein for a few

weeks and acquired Liechtenstein's nationality. He automatically lost his German

citizenship as German law stood at that time. He then returned to Guatemala. When

Guatemala later declared war on Germany, he was interned and his property confiscated.

Liechtenstein brought a claim on his behalf against Guatemala before the International

7 Supra note 2.

8 Supra note 6
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Courtof Justice (ICJ) but failed. The court held that there was no genuine link between

Nottebohmand Liechtenstein; therefore he had no right to be protected against. However,

thecourtdid not state that Nottebohm's Liechtenstein's nationality was invalid.

Nationalityof a person is determined in accordance with the rules of municipal law. In

the advisory opinion in the Tinus-Morroco Nationality Decree case," the Permanent

Courtof International Justice opined that questions of nationality are solely within the

domesticjurisdiction of a state. In this case France conferred France nationality on

residentsof Tunis and Morocco over a British protest on behalf of British citizens living

onthose territories. It was held that nationality is net a principle required by international

lawbut by municipal law. This illustrates that despite, the fact that international law tries

to curtail states ability to confer nationality on certain individuals nationality is

determinedby municipal law unless, in situations where there was a treaty obligation to

conferor the inability to confer nationality under particular circumstances as it happened

inthis decree case.

The Hague Convention on Certain Questions relating to Conflict of Nationality Laws,

(Convention on the Nationality Laws,) adopted in 1930 by the Hague codification

conference, provides also in article 2 that" any question as to whether a person possess

the nationality of a state shall be determined according to the law of he state."!" Article 1

of the convention further states that while" it is for each state to determine in accordance

with the law who are its nationals, "and the law" shall be recognized but other states, only

so far as it is consistent with the international conventions, international custom and the

principles oflaw generally recognized with regard to nationality"]]

Nationality to be effective against other states, it must conform to several general

principles recognized by international law. In the Nottebohm case, the court expounded

the principle that for nationality to be opposed by other states or international plane, the

9 (1923) pcn series, B, no. 4 pp 27

10 Convention on Nationality of Laws of 1937, Nottebohm case op. at pp 20-21

11 Supra note 2 pp 48
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individual must be a real link and effective link, genuine connection between the states

andthe individual concerned. J2

Nationality is also distinguished from rights of citizenship as earlier mentioned but the

two mean one thing and the same thing. Nationality differs from domicile. Domicile is

merely a de facto residence of an individual in a state with an intention to permanently

settlethere. However, it might also a factor for acquiring nationality of a particular state.

1.3 IMPORTANCE OF NATIONALlTY OR CITIZENSHIP.

A state is entitled to protect its subjects abroad. This was held in the famous but now

obsolete Calvin's case,13 that allegiance and· protection were correlative aspects of

nationality- "protectio trahit subjrctionem et subjectio protectioinem. " Since a state is

entitled to protect its citizens, abroad, neutrality is important in exercising this right

Nationality therefore is the basis of states right to exercise diplomatic protection abroad,

where its nationals have suffered a wrong at the hands of another state.

Under Customary international law, a state is entitled to forcible intervention to protect

the life and property of its nationals. This is closely related with questions of state

responsibility, viz, when acts of sovereignty by a state within its own territory affect the

aliens or their property, such as the denial of justice or expropriation. 14

The doctrine of state responsibility rests upon two pillars, the attribution to one state of

the unlawful acts and omissions of its officials and its organs (Legislative, Judiciary and

Executive) and the capacity of the other state to adopt the claim of the injured party We

will consider the 2nd Part15

12 Supra note 3 pp 200

13 Of 1608-7 Co.Rep.la

14 Supra note 3 pp 45:

15 Malcolm N. Shaw 4th ed., (1997) International Law :Cambridgc University Press pp 563
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Nationalityis the link between the individual and his state as regards particular benefits

andobligations. It is also a vital link between the individual and the benefits international

law. This has been well explained in earlier parts of this dissertation. Although

Internationallaw is now moving to a stage whereby individuals may acquire rights free

fromthe interposition of the state, the basic position remains that in a state led world

system,it is only through the medium of the state that the individual that the individual

mayobtain fill range of benefits available under international law and nationality is the

key.

A state is under a duty to protect its nationals or citizens and it may take up their claims

againstother states. However, once a state takes up their claim the claim becomes that of

the state. This is a result of the historical reluctance to permit individuals the right in

international to prosecute claims against foreign countries, for reasons relating to state

responsibility and non-interference in international affairs. This basic principle was

elaborated in the Mavromatis Palestine Concession case 16 the Permanent Court of

International Justice pointed out that:

"By taking. up the case of its subjects and by resulting to diplomatic action on

international judicial proceeding on his behalf, a state is in reality asserting its own rights,

its right to ensure, in the person of its subjects respect for rules of international law .."

Once a state has taken up a case on behalf of one of its subjects before an international

tribunal, in the eyes of that state the state is the sole claimant.

Te corollary of this is that the right of a state to take over claims is limited to interest on

behalf of its own citizens or nationals. Diplomatic protection may not extend to the

adoption of claim of foreign subjects.

The scopes of a state to extend its nationality to whomsoever, it wishes are, except in so

far as it affects other states. In the Nottebohm case 17 the International Court of Justice

decided that only where there existed a genuine link between the document state and in

national could the right of diplomatic protection arise.

16 (1925) pcn Series A no. 5 pp .12 who noted whoever ill-treats a citizen indirectly injures the slate.
which must protect thar citizen.

17 See supra note 6
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The nationality must exist at a date often injury, and should continue until at least the

dateof the award settling the claim.

Wherean individual posses dual nationality, either state of which he is a national my

adopta claim of his against a third state and it may be that the state which he has the

moreeffective link connection may be able to espouse his claim as against that state. The

testfor permitting protection by a state of a national against another state of which he is

alsoa national is the test of effectiveness. This was reaffirmed by the Iran -US Claims

Tribunal,in the case of the Islamic Republic of Iran }IS. USA,'8 where the full tribunal

heldthat it had no jurisdiction over claims againstfJIran by a dual national with who the

'dominant and effective nationality' at the relevant time was America.

Hence, in the Nottebohm case the court emphasized the territories s of native of

Nottebohm's links with Liechtenstein and the strength of his of his connection with

connection with Guatemala. Nottebohm had spent a very short period of his time in

Liechtenstein beyond the formal naturalization process; there was no other links with tht.
state.On the other hand he had lived in Guatemala for some thirty years and had returned

there upon obtaining his papers from Liechtenstein. The court held in the absence of any

genuine connection, the court held that Liechtenstein was not able to extend its

diplomatic protection to Nottebohm as regards Guatemalal9
.

Aliens may be expelled for sufficient reasons and their home state, the state of

nationality, is bound t accept them, on the other hand, nationals or citizens may not be

extradited, but aliens may. Article 12 of t he International Convention of Civil and

Political Rights, 1966, states, "No one shall arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his

own country."

Furthermore, nationality is important because in times of war, enemy states are

determined by either nationality. Moreover, nationality provides nominal, but not

exclusive basis for the exercise of civil and criminal jurisdiction by a state, even in

18 (1989) IeJ Rep,Order of 13 Dec.1989

19 Supra note 15 pp 564
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Underthe Kenyan Constitutionv'this rule is recognized under section 87 of the same. The

ProposedNew Draft Constitution provides for citizenship by birth under section 16(1).

It is worth noting that the Kenyan Immigration Act23 guarantees unquestionable

citizenship to children of Kenyan male abroad and inexplicitly denies automatic

citizenshipto children born of Kenyan mothers if at the time of birth she was resident

abroad.This is discriminative since women should be treated on equal basis with the

men.

InIndia this principle is articulated clearly in the tndian Citizenship Act24 of 1955.Mere

birthin India after January 26th 1950 entitled a person to be a citizen ofIndia even though

both parents were foreigners. However, this position changed through the 1986

amendmentto the Act in section 3(1)(b) which provided that a person born in India after

thecommencement of this Act shall be a citizen of India by birth, "if either one or all his

parents is a citizen of India at the time of his birth." However, ~hildren born to foreign

diplomatsand whose father is an enemy alien and the birth took place in enemy occupied

territory,would not be entitled to Indian nationality as set in the rule provided in section

3(2)?5 India therefore combines both the jus solis and jus sanguinis principles. The US

Constitution 26 provides that "all persons born in the US .... are citizens of the US."

It also extended in certain circumstances or to certain countries, to ship sand aircrafts

flyingtheir flag. States have generally applied this principle to birth on ships a d aircrafts

registered under their flags. For example, legislation that was formally in force in

Argentina referred to birth in a legation is a warshi p of the republic, and later legislation

extends to birth in a an international zone under the Argentinean flag.27This is because a

22 The current Constitution

23 Cap 171 Laws of Kenya

24 Section 3

2S Article 11 of the Optional Protocol Concerning Acquisition of Nationality, adopted at the 1961 UN
Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities which exempts the members of the diplomatic
mission from the laws of the receiving state regarding the nationality of that state.
26 Section 1

27 The countries taking tins view include the United Kingdom, common wealth countries, United States.
Japan, Italy, Germany, Belgium and Norway.
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shiponthe high seas is assimilated to the state, the flag of which it fly's, for just as it's in

itsownterritory, that state exercises authority upon it. This means that no other state has

a right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over the ship. This is the concept of objective

territorialityset out in the S.S Lotus case28 and the Law of the Sea Convention.29For

exampleCanada cannot enter a ship belonging to France.

The flag the ship flies determines nationality of ships, as is the case with individuals. For

example,a Kenyan ship will fly a Kenyan flag when on the high seas and it shall be only

oneflag. Children born on these ships acquire the nationality of the country the ship is

from.The Kenyan Citizenship Acr'" states that, "R, r purposes of this Act, a person born

aboard a registered ship or aircraft or aboard an unregistered ship or aircraft of the

governmentof any country, shall be deemed to have been born in the place in which the

shipor aircraft was registered or as the case may be in that country." Therefore, on that

breath,a child born on board a Kenyan ship is a Kenyan.

In an attempt to avoid statelessness, The International Law Commission, proposed an

articlewhich suggested that those born on ships and aircrafts are subject to the law of the

state in the territory or waters or which the ship or aircraft was situated at that time."

Statelessness is when an individual has no nationality. This will be discussed later in this

dissertation. Where apparent conflict may arise in the course of birth on a foreign ship in

territorial waters, it is tolerably clear that he child does ipso facto acquire the nationality

of the littoral state32

1.4.2ACQUISITION BY DESCENT- JUS SANGUINS

This is citizenship acquired by parentage or by descent being born to parents who are

natural of a given state. It is reasonable enough rule that a state should bestow nationality

28 France l'. Turkey (1927) PCll, Series A No.1 0 pp 521-49

29 Article 97

30 Cap 170 Laws of Kenya section 2(2)

31 The UN Convention in relation to Statelessness, Article 36- tests of flag of registration.

32 Ibid
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ponpersonsborn of parents who are its nationals, even if they are born out of the state

territory.

isrule is referring to as the "blood rule", for establishing nationality. A child of roman

ents in any region under the world not under roman control was ordinarily referred to

a roman citizen.Pln practice, in some cases the father's nationality is a decisive factor,

f a child acquiring citizenship. However, in some cases the mother's nationality is

decisiveespecially in cases of unmarried mothers. For example, the US, most European

countries,including Germany and France have provided for this principle.

UnderKenyan law, this rule is well illustrated in the Constitution". which states that,

"A person born outside Kenya shall become a citizen of Kenya at the date of his birth if

atthat date his father is a citizens of Kenya."

Inaddition, the Indian Citizenship Aces provides for citizenship by descent if the father

ofthe child is a citizen ofIndia at the time of the birth. A child born outside India to an
- .

Indianmother also enjoys the same status as an Indian citizen by descent. This has been

madepossible by an amendment to the said Act of 1992 which states that, If the father or

motherof such a child was a citizen of India by descent, that person shall be a citizen of

Indiaif: -

I. His birth IS registered at an Indian consulate within one year of the birth or

commencement of this Act, whichever is later; and

II. His father or mother is, at the time of his birth, in service under the government of

India.

1.4.3CITIZENSHIP ACQUIRED SUBSEQUENTLY.

Citizenship may be conferred by the operation of the law due to the effect of some

charges in the civil states of the individual, like marriages, adoption legitimation,

affiliation and lor naturalization.

33Supra note 2

34 Supra note 22 in section 90

35Supra note 24 in section 4
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A. Marriage.

The laws of majority of national were earlier based on the concept that a wife

automatically gets the citizenship of husband, and that a woman marrying a foreigner

wouldautomatically lose her citizenship of origin on marriage, and cease to be citizen

of the country of her birth. A married woman therefore could not confer her

citizenship of birth to her children or to a foreign husband. For example, the British

Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914, ~ection 1O(1), was declaratory of the

contemporary law in stating that:

"The wife of a British subject shall be deemed to be British subject, and

the wife of an alien shall be deemed to be an alien."

Thiswas sometimes leading to certain hard cases of statelessness, as she may not be

conferredthe nationality of her husbands state,(depending with the law of that state) and

shehas already lost her citizenship or nationality of birth. This is the current scenario in

Kenya.Under Kenyan law, the Constitution'" grants married women who are married to

Kenyan husbands the citizenship of their Kenyan husband so does the Indian Citizenship

Ace7 which provides that persons who are resident in India and have been so resident for

five years may become citizens of India by registration with the prescribed authority.

Thisrule was influenced by the belief that for the advantage of the national unity of the

familythe woman was to acquire the nationality of her husband. Furthermore, the Law of

Domicile A.ct38 of the same states that a woman shalt on marriage acquires the domicite

of her husband. It further states that, the domicile of an infant female child who is

married shall change with to of her husband39

36 Section 91
37 Section 5 (1) (c)
38 Cap 35 Laws of Kenya in section 7

39 Ibid section 9 (2)
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Todeal with the practical problem, The Hague Convention relating to the Conflict if

Nationalitylaws, 1930, enabled women to maintain their premarital citizenship under

certainconditions.l" It laid down that if the national law of the wife ...

"Causes her to lose her nationality or marnage with a foreigner, this

consequence shall be a condition on her acquiring the nationality of her

husband".

It alsoprovided that the naturalization of the husband during marriage shall not involve a

changein the nationality of the wife except with h~ consent.

In order to accord sexual equality in the matter 0 citizenship, the United Nations General

Assemblyadopted a Convention on the Nationality of Married Women, 1957,41 Under

thisconvention, state parties agree neither the celebration nor the dissolution of marriage

betweenone of its nationals and an alien, nor shall change of nationality during marriage

affect the wives nationality automatically. Moreover, the 1979 Convention on

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women article 19, states: -

a. "State parties shall grant women equal rights with men to acquire,

change or retain their nationality. They shall ensure, in particular,

that neither marriage to the alien nor change of a nationality of her

husband."

b. State parties shall grant their women equal rights with men with

respect to the nationality of their children. The Indian Citizenship,

Amendment Act, 1992, has accorded women equal rights with the

men regarding the nationality of their children."

The Kenyan draft bill on the Constitution42 now provides that citizenship

is not lost through marriage or the dissolution of marriage. In addition, the

British Nationality Act of 1981 states that a person who marries a British

40 Articles, 8-11, of the afore said Convention.

41 See G.A. reo 1040. (XI), Jan 29, 1957.

42 The proposed new Constitution in section 18(2)
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citizendoesacquire British citizenship though, this is not automatic. When

it isnotautomatic the person is to apply for naturalization, unless entitled t

be registered as a British Citizen. Acquiring British citizenship by

naturalizationis matter 0 discretion and depends on the applicant meeting

certainconditions such as having been resident in a certain country for a

numberof years.

B. Adoption and Legitimation.

The laws of most states accept the change in family of an individual, whether by

adoption or by legitimation, they will have the effect of creating new citizenship. The

child acquires the citizenship of the adopting parents or father through legitimation.

The Citizenship Amendment Act, 1992 of India has accorded women equal rights

with men regarding the nationality of their children. A legal adoption is effected by

an adoption order, which extinguishes the parental responsibility of the natural

parents and vests it on the adopting parents. Adoption therefore serves as the legal

link between both parents and the child. It creates a new legal link between the

adoptive parents and the child.

Under Kenyan law this is provided for in the Domicile Act43 It states that an infant

whose adoption has been authorized by a court of competent jurisdiction or a declaratory

decree of such a court shall, as from the date of the order or decree, acquire the domicile

of the adaptor, or where he is adopted by two spouses ,he shall acquire that of the

husband.

C. Domicile.

Domicile is merely a de facto residence of an individual in a state with an intention to

permanently settle there. States quite often have regulative provisions for the grant of

citizenship due to residence and domicile. If the natural born subjects have lost heir

citizenship acquired by naturalization abroad, they recover their original citizenship

by fulfilling certain conditions. Similarly, where the citizenship has been conferred by

43 Supra note 38 in section 6
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marnage, and if the marnage dissolves, the person may resume his original

nationalityafter completing certain requirements. Australian Citizenship Act section

10,if certain resident requirements have been met.

The Domicile Act44 provides for domicile of origin .A person according to this

sectionis deemed to have acquired this type of domicile if at the date of his birth: -

l. If born legitimate the domicile of his father, or if born post humus the domicile

which his father had at the date of his death;

ii. lfborn illegitimate the domicile of his mother.

Section 8 of the above Act provides for domicile by choice. Here a person takes up

the residence in a country other than that of his domicile with the intention of

making that country his permanent home, or where, being resident in a country

other than that of his domicile, he decides to make that country his permanent

home, he shall as far as the date of so taking on residence or of such decision, as

the case may be, acquire domicile in that country and shall cease to have the former

domicile.

Subsection 3 of the above section allows an adult married woman to acquire an

independent domicile of choice and marriage therefore shall not be a bar to this.

Section 10 of that Act provides for unity and continuity of domicile. It states that

no person may have more than one domicile at any time and no person shall be

deemed to be without a domicile. A person is to retain their domicile until he or

she acquires another domicile.

It is worth noting that this method is not a major way of acquiring citizenship

though it is one of the methods.

D. Naturalization.

This applies to other citizenship acquired, subsequent to a birth other than by descent.

This is the most commonly used way of acquiring citizenship for persons who are

foreigners of a certain state. This involves certain conditions being met by the

44 Ibid in section 3
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individualthat merit him or her to become a naturalized citizen of a particular state.

Theseinclude for example, being in the government service of the state one wants to

be naturalized, having lived in that country for certain duration of time, good

character and knowledge of the national language of the naturalizing state among

others. Naturalization also may in some cases involve registration as a means of

acquiringcitizenship.

A state has the discretion n to confer citizenship by naturalization and a person who

wishes to acquire citizenship is required to giv an application and it is granted if the

conditions laid down by the state granting the citizenship are satisfied, "voluntarily,

naturalization", and the person takes the oath of allegiance to the granting state. The

requirements of prolonged residence or domicile are normally followed by all states

for the purpose of naturalization.

In Kenya this method of acquiring citizenship is provided for in section 18 of the

draft bill. In addition, the Constitution provides for conditions, which a person must

fulfill to be a Kenyan citizen.45 It confirms the eligibility of a person being

naturalized under Kenyan law. Pm1 II of that Citizenship Act provides for citizenship

by registration.

Under Kenyan law set out In the above provisions the requirements include the

following:-

a. The person must have attained the age of21 years,

b. Must have a good command of the Kiswahili language

c. Must satisfy the Minister is of good character

d. The person must be lawfully resident in Kenya for a period of 12 months

immediately presiding his application and ordinarily and lawfully resided in

Kenya for a period or periods amounting to an aggregate of not less than four

years In the seven years immediately presiding the said period of twelve

months.

45 This is provided for in section 92 and 93 of that Constitution. Section 92 particularly when read together

with section 17 of the Citizenship Act
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Butfromthe international standpoint, the most important are residue and government

service,which establishes the connection between the state and the applicant.

Nevertheless,the nationality granted by naturalization must establish a genuine link

betweenthe individual and the naturalizing state. This was held in the Nottebohm case'"

discussedearlier in this dissertation where Nottebohm was a naturalized citizen of

Liechtenstein.The factors that would demonstrate genuine link worthy of international

recognitionby another state include a persons residence, center of interest family ties,

participation in public life and the attachment s~wn for a particular state. A person

therefore who seeks to be naturalized in any country must demonstrate the above

characters.47

1.5 LOSS OF CITIZENSHIP.

Thisoccurs when an individual is deprived of his or her citizenship. The acts, which

causethis, vary from country to country and no complete list can be drawn up. This is

becauseeach state establishes its own rules and determines the acts or omissions, which

wouldcause loss of nationality to natural born citizens or to naturalized citizens or both.

An individual may be deprived of his citizenship due to his voluntary conduct.

Citizenship many be lost in several ways. They include acquisition of a new citizenship,

taking an oath of allegiance of another state, service in the armed forces and voting in

foreign elections. Moreover, this applies in situations where a person acquires a

citizenship of some other state by naturalization. This is by way of substitution. Article

15,(2) of the Universal Declaration Of Human Rights states" no person shall be deprived

if the right to change his nationality." This provision however must operate under the

national laws of the state.

46 Supra note 6.

47 Supra note 3 pp 201
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Apersonmay renounce his citizenship of a particular state in a prescribed manner by

signinga deed before a,diplomatic or consular officer, or a registering authority or when

oneattainsthe age of majority in some states.

Insomecountries where one is a dual citizen and he does an act that only citizens of the

othercountry are entitled to he may lose his nationality. For example, if one is a dual

citizen of US and Canada and he votes in an election in another country. These two

countrieshowever, do not say much as regarding loss of citizenship as a result of voting

ina foreign election. For US citizens who hold dual citizenship they are allowed to vote

in US federal elections but they should be car ful not to lose the other citizenship

especiallyif the other state does not allow voting in foreign elections. It is worth noting

thatin some countries, which require renunciation in a particular way by an individual, if

theindividual does not renounce he still retains the citizenship of that state. This is the

casein Britain where loss of nationality, an individual has to make a formal renunciation.

1.6 THE CONCEPT OF DUAL ClTIZENSHIP.

Dualcitizenship arises where an individual holds the citizenship of two or more states.

Due to the absence of uniformity in the nationality laws 0 different states sometimes a

personpossesses double nationality or citizenship. Such double citizenship may occur in

manyways, viz, a person born in a foreign country to foreign parent's would get the

nationality of that country under the principle of jus soli, and of the country of the parents

onthe principle of jus sanguins. A woman may acquire the citizenship of her husband at

the time of marriage and at the same time continue to posses her original nationality or

citizenship.

Dual citizenship is also spewed by those nations that allow their nationals to emigrate,

acquiring a new citizenship but keeping their original citizenship status. For example

Mexico joined the growing number of countries recognizing dual citizenship. That means

that, while an individual is a citizenship of the United States, he or she is also a dual

citizen under the Mexican law" Other countries, which have embraced the concept of

48 Supra note 2 pp 181
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dualcitizenship, are Canada, the United Kingdom or the UK, and Nigeria, to mention just

but a few.

Therehas been an attempt by international treaties or instruments to try and deal with the

conceptof citizenship and more so, a few multilateral or regional treaties have attempted

toaddressthis concept of dual citizenship. However, there has not been an international

treaty that has comprehensively dealt with the concept of dual citizenship. The

instruments dealing with citizenship will be addressed followed by those that have

attemptedto deal with dual citizenship.

1.6.1INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS DEALING WITH CITIZENSHIP

Theseinstruments include: -

1) The Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR)

2) The Convention on Reduction of Statelessness

3) The European Convention on Human Rights.

4) The African Charter on Human Rights.

5) The International Covenant in Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.(ICESCR)

6) The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

7) The Convention on the Rights of the Child

8) The Declaration on the Elimination on all forms of Discrimination against

Women. (CEDA \V)

9) The Convention on Racial Discrimination among others.

However, not all the instruments will be discussed here below.

The UDHR is a milestone, which calls for women's equality in all spheres of life. It also

laps into the far and reaching commitment of other international instruments, including

those mentioned above. It provides that every person has a right to nationality and more

so children who have a right to be named.Y

49<\Y\yw.unifclll.org!gender iSSUCSfhI1l11<U1 righ(s/at_~l glanctU2hp-Cf-DA W made easy.>

(accessed on 12 May 2005)
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CEDAW in Article 9 provides that Governments will grant women equal rights to change

or retaintheir nationality or citizenship and that of their children. This instrument deals

withcivil rights and legal status of women.

TheICESCR provides that states must undertake to ensure the equal right of men and

womento the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights set forth in this

instrument.

TheInternational Convention on Reduction of S~telessness obliges its signatories to

grant their citizenship to stateless persons, that is, persons who lack a nationality or

citizenship of a country. These persons who are willing recipients and found within their

borders state shall also not deprive its citizen their nationality if this will render the

personstateless.

TheInternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in Article 24 states that every

childhas a right to acquire a nationality.

TheConvention on the Rights of the Child in Article 8 provides tat every child is at all

times entitled to a name, a nationality and a legal representative. It continues further to

state that the child should not as a result of foster placement, adoption or any alternative

regime, be deprived of his or her name, nationality or legal representatives unless the

child thereby acquires a new name, nationality or legal representative. Article 21 of the

same further provides for adoption as a means of acquiring citizenship. It says state

parties shall recognize and permit a system of adoption and shall ensure that the best

interest of the child shall be of paramount interest.
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1.6.2 INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS DEALING WITH DUAL

CITIZENSHIP

Theproblem of dual citizenship or dual nationality, itself: irksome as it is to both states

andindividuals concerned, has not yet been settled by mass of a general international

convention.

However,below are instruments that have attempted to deal with issues arising from the
conceptof dual nationality or citizenship. They include: -

1. The Hague Convention as Certain Questions relating to the Contlict of
Nationality Laws

2. The Hague Protocols relating to Military Obligations in Certain Cases of Dual
Nationality.

3. Multilateral Agreements such as, the Netherlands-Belgium Agreement
4. The European Convention on Nationality

The1930 Hague Convention as Certain Questions relating to the Conflict of Nationality

Lawswas the first multilateral treaty or international instrument to address the dual

nationalityor citizenship. This represented a modest beginning. This treaty however did

not solve the dilemma posed for the individual when two national claim that a person is

theircltizen. Under article 3, for example, states;

"A person having two or more nationalities may be regarded as it's

national by each state whose nationality he possesses."

The dilemma posed was for example in relation to serving in the military service

of a state. A citizens of a certain state as an individual is required to serve under

the military service of that state. But, due to the fact that one is a dual citizen he or

she cannot serve in the military service of both states. He or she can only serve

one state hence the dilemma of which state to choose. For example, a number of

Japanese-descent American citizens present in Japan at the outbreak of World

War II in 1941 were forced to enter the Japanese armed forces. According to

American regulations, the individuals were citizens of the US under the jus soli
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rule;under prevailing Japanese laws they were Japanese citizens under the jus

sanguinis rule50 This was the dilemma dual citizen found themselves In.

Mostcommonly affected in recent years have been former citizens of France

Egypt,Greece, Iran, Poland, Romania, Syria and Turkey.

Despitethe above shortcorning, the 1930 treaty aforementioned did try to deal with some

ofthe difficulties arising out of the dual citizenship. Article 5, provides that a person

havingmore than one nationality, and such a third tate shall recognize exclusively either

thenationality of the country in which he is habitually and principally resident, or the

nationalityof the country in which in the circumstances he appeared to be most closely

connected.

Reliefwas available in the wordings of the 1930 Hague Protocols relating to Military

Obligations in Certain Cases of Dual Nationality. This treaty provides a model for

avoidingcompeting military service claims in the case of dual nationals, to eliminate

doublemilitary service for individuals who are dual nationals.

Themost effective devices for avoiding inconsistent problems of dual citizenship are the

variousbilateral treaties that specifically address the various dual nationality problems.

Forexample, the Netherlands-Belgium Agreement of 195451

The most recent Convention on dual citizenship is the 1997 European Convention on

Nationality. Before this Convention was the European Convention on the Reduction of

MultipleNationalities of 1963.

TheEuropean Convention on Nationality has been the most elaborate instrument that has

attempted to deal with dual nationality. It does this by recognizing this is possible to have

multipleor dual nationalities. It provides for the same in Chapter IV

Article 14 of this chapter for example, states that states shall allow: -

50 See Kyoliano Okimara v. Achson, United States, District CA Hawaii,( 1951),99F.supp.587.

51 Concerning the military service of young men possessing both Belgian and Netherlands nationality. It
avoids the potential unfairness of having to serve in two armies just because an individual is a dual natural
military service for one nation automatically precludes military service obligation in another nation.
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Childrenwho have different nationalities other than by birth to retain their

nationalityof birth.

Itsnationals to posses another nationality where the other nationality is acquired by

marnage.

Butthe above provision is subject to the national laws of a state as regards what may

leadto loss of nationality. This means that, if a states national or municipal law allows

itsnationalsto hold dual citizenship the n the state shall neo cease to be a member of

theEuropean Union or the EU when it provides for dual nationality since the EU

recognizesdual nationality or dual citizenship. Tbis however, does not imply that those

countriesthat do not allow dual citizenship shall cease to be members of the EU by the

factthat they have not provided for dual citizenship in their municipal laws.

Article 17 of the above Convention provides for the rights and duties related to

multipleor dual citizenship. It states that the national or citizens of a state party in

possessionof another nationality shall have, on the territory of that state party in which.
they reside, the same rights and duties other nationals or citizens of the other state

party.

Article21 further states, that a dual national shall be regarded to fulfill their military

obligation relating to one of the state parties only. Subsection 3 of the same Article

provides that state patties can have a special agreement as regards this issue.

Last but not least, Article 7 provides for loss of nationality at the incentive of the state

party. These include:-

I. Voluntary acquisition of another states nationality by means of fraudulent

conduct, false representation or concealment of any relevant fact.

II. Voluntary service in a foreign military force

111. Conduct that is, seriously prejudicial to the vital interests of the state party.

IV. Lack of a genuine link between a state party and a citizen or national habitually

residing abroad.

Finally, Article 8 provides for loss of nationality at the incentive of the individual.

Here the individual can renounce their citizenship as long as they do not become

stateless.
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Dualcitizenship is important in that the first a foremost it can remedy the problem of loss

ofcitizenshipby an individual. This is especially in the case where the individual losses

citizenshipby birth from home country to acquire the citizenship of a naturalizing

country.

Forexample, this can be applicable in Kenya to avoid Kenyans citizens, especially those

who have acquired it by birth, jus soli, who acquire the citizenship of other countries such

astheUnited States or the United Kingdom.

Importanceof dual nationality or citizenship will be discussed in length as I try to outline

theadvantages and disadvantages of an individual lfaving dual citizenship.

1.7 CONCLUSION.

This chapter has tried to illustrate that citizenship is essential for every individual. It is

notonly useful in their home country but also in foreign countries and more so, when one

isa dual citizen; in trying to define their rights pertaining each state.

Accordingto the words of Peter Schuk52
, he says,

"I do not think this trend on dual nationality is going to abate. I think it is going to

increase. That indeed, the trend towards tolerance of dual nationality and citizenship has

coincided with enormous changes in the world during the last ten years, one of the

greatestperiods of immigration in history,"

This are the same sentiments shared by many proponents of this concept of citizenship

including myself and this is what this dissertation seeks to bring out.

Another proponent for this concept of citizenship, is David A. Martin who says,

"The proper analogy of dual citizenship and nationality is not bigamy, but

rather the birth of second child. A good parent extends complete love and

devotion to the infant, without diminishing all the love and devotion felt

towards the sibling." 53

52 A Professor at the Yale Law School who has written extremely on this topic of dual nationality.

53 A Professor at the Virginia Law School.
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The abovesentiments illustrate that indeed dual citizenship is here to stay. States should

therefore not bury their heads in the sand but should address the issue accordingly by

allowingfor the same. It is therefore, important for states; Kenya included incorporating

toincorporateits provisions in their municipal laws
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CHAPTER TWO

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DUAL CITIZENSHIP

2.1lNTRODUCTION

Single citizenship has and still continues to act as a setback to African countries

and more so, our own country Kenya. Many Africans have left their countries to

lookfor greener pastures abroad or overseas. This has been due to poor governance,

unemployment, poor working conditions, low wages among other things. This has led to

African countries, Kenya included to grapgle with issues of brain drain and trading of

citizenship especially in the field of athletics, which in some cases has been for hard cold

cash. This has impacted negatively on the economies of these countries and the continent

of Africa as a whole. This is because if these people do not leave their countries, they

would remain in their countries to develop them.

Dual citizenship is important for economic, social, cultural and political reasons.

The world is becoming a global village and people are intermarrying across the borders.

To quote the secretary of the Kenya Socialist Democratic Alliance (KSDA), a campaign

activist group on legalizing dual citizenship by the new Constitution he says "Dual

citizenship is important at a time when 'internationalism' is the buzz word in many fronts

of struggle".

I believe the problem of inefficiency in our citizenship laws has been known to

exist in Kenya for a long time since independence. This inefficiency is due to the fact that

these laws have failed to address issues of Kenyan citizens who acquire other

citizenships. As far as dual citizenship is concerned the Kenyan government has resisted

change for reasons that will emerge in this dissertation.

Kenyans particularly those living abroad and the civil society have expressed

concern about this lethargy of the Kenyan citizenship laws, in the sense that the Kenyan

government should update their citizenship laws so as to deal with increased Kenyans

who are becoming citizens of other nations.
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Understanding the issues surrounding dual citizenship and why the Government should

grant them is necessary as this chapter tries to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages

ofdualcitizenshi p.

Withdual citizenship in place in our Constitution and other Kenyan laws this problems

wouldbe greatly reduced. Dual citizenship could be a remedy to these problems Kenya

isfacing. To show this below is a comparative analysis between the advantages and

disadvantages of dual citizenship.

2.2 ADVANTAGES OF DUAL CiTIZENSHIP

Advantages or benefits that accrue from dual citizenship are numerous. They include: -

a) Broadening Kenya's economic base

b) Financial benefits to the individual

c) One is able to vote in both countries and seek positions in high offices.

d) Creates a better sense of belonging yet one retains the security and stability they

need to live abroad.

e) Good values learnt from foreign countries can be incorporated in home countries.

f) A second passport may give one access to travel in countries where ones own

passport may not be of use.

g) Pastrolist Communities that live near the East African borders may graze their

cattle freely within East Africa without being harassed.

h) Women can be allowed to confer citizenship to their children.

i) Avoids statelessness, whereby a person has no nationality.

a) Broadening Kenya's economic base.

Dual citizenship would benefit Kenya's economy whereby it would promote trade and

investment between dual citizens and their two respective countries. This would prevent

brain drain by improving Kenya's economy.

Kenyans with skilled and unskilled labour are seeking other citizenships. Careers such as

teaching, engineering, medicine, especially doctors and nurses and more so Kenya's

sporting industry are areas that have been greatly affected. Foreign countries are targeting
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ustry. These countries offering better fortunes are looking for specific

asexpertisein various fields. 54These include entrepreneurs who are likely

in the sporting industry, Kenyan athletes continue to suffer form general

. Very many of them have lost personal property and money through

androbberies.Others have escaped with their lives from hands of bandits yet

have never been caught and brought to book.s5 Kenyan athletes have a

to sell,their speed and this is what these foreig~countries are targeting.

n, theseathletes have poor training facilities and those who opt not to adopt

nshipsare forced to train in other countries such as the US. Here they incur

andfor some they cannot afford to raise the amount required to train abroad.

etes when approached by other countries with an offer to change their

'p theydo so without much hesitation.

nshipIs important for our global economy. Millions of Kenyans abroad have

ed greatly to Kenya's economy by the money they send in here. With dual

ipbeingintroduced in our Kenyan laws, Kenyans living abroad can invest much

'they are doing currently. Some have asked why should Kenya expect them to

inthecountries infrastructure when they cannot be able to vote on who manages it.

Kenyaallows them to hold dual citizenship, they would be able to vote and choose

n or persons who can manage their resources. And since we are taking of

ingKenya's economy lets give it all to them- the right to pay taxes and the right to

y promote interest between the two countries the y freely travel and live. On

, Qatari and Bahraini athletes (who were former Kenyan athletes) contribute

to theeconomy ofIten or Kenya for that matter. Iten has been famous for having

W. ril acy\\orld.collllaulo/2-Plxldall.hlllll> - .Getting a Second Citizenship ,

y Nation 16 April 2005- 'Athletes have to choose either Cash or Patriotism '
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Kenyawould also be able to earn more foreign exchange from those Kenyans living

abroadthat help their relatives in Kenya. There are approximately one million Kenyans

livingabroad, who not only remit significant amounts of foreign exchange to Kenya

throughaid to family members but also invest an amount which some accounts claim

surpass60 per cent of the countries foreign exchange. 57

Thiswould indeed be the right timing to provide for dual citizenship in Kenya since the

KenyanCommunity Abroad (KCA) have now launched the Kenya Abroad Investment

Fundduring the groups annual conference held near B ston. The Minister for Planning &

EconomicDevelopment Minister Peter Anyang'Nyong'o has confirmed that, as much as

$600 million (about Kshs 46 billion) is currently sent annually by Kenyan's working in

h . 58at ercountnes.

Accordingto Mr. Frank Mwaniki, president of KCA Kenyan's sending money are

chargedup to 15 per cent in transaction fees 59 This new fund is supposed to eliminate

thosecharges. But with dual citizenship in place this charges would be greatly reduced.

Roadsand Public Works Minister Raila Odinga speaking at the same conference said t

thatthe fund could be used as a vehicle for investment in public infrastructure. He

containedto say "As current leaders, we will do everything in our power to come up with

creative ways through which Kenyan's abroad can own property." 6oMr. Mwaniki

explainedthat the fund would involve two accounts maintained by the Central bank.

Through the sporting industry, Kenyan athletes market Kenya's tourism industry when

they compete for this country and win. They are able to do this because of the wide

media coverage they get making Kenya a popular tourist destination area. We can

therefore say that the sporting industry and more so athletics is one of the activities that

haveput Kenya in the world map and is one of the activities that the Kenyan government

57 Sunday Nation 21 November 2004-'Dual Citizenship a favor to Kenyans living abroad. '

58 Daily Nation 5 July 2005- 'New Investment plan for Kenyan's abroad'.

59 Ibid

60 Ibid
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shouldaddress seriously. With athletes changing nationalities at a very alarming rate,

Kenya'spopularity is likely to go down especially for its glory in long distance races and

worldmarathons. It is indeed disheartening to see former Kenyan athletes carry away

goldmedals for their naturalized countries instead of Kenya. Others have even competed

withKenyan athletes only to defeat them.

Withdual citizenship athletes will not have to give up their birth rights for better

economicfortunes elsewhere which they cannot get in Kenya. Running for the flag, no

longercounts: all young athletes are looking mon~ first, and glory later61 Athletics as a

careeris very short. The athlete is always just one injury away form retirement, and so

mostchoose to make money first. Dual nationality or citizenship can avoid all this be it

inathletics or other professions including unskilled labour.

b) Financial Benefits to the Individual

With better economic fortunes overseas, as above mentioned, many Kenyans are

preferring to work in overseas countries because of financial benefits these places have to

offer to them as individuals. These countries have more job opportunities and better

working conditions than Kenya. However, these Kenyans many face discrimination

because some jobs may be considered to be for locals who are citizens of those countries.

With employment especially skilled and highly paid positions being highly restricted to

citizens, individuals seeking greener pastures are left wit h little choice but "to convert".

Such conversion gives them many benefits.

Dual citizenship can enhance getting of these benefits by ensuring that this discrimination

is done with for one can become a citizen of that foreign country and still retain Kenyan

citizenship. Those who face discrimination are particularly Kenyans who opt not to

change their citizenship but choose to remain foreigners, for changing their citizenship

would make them loose their Kenyan citizenship.Y

61 Daily Nation 25 ApriI2005-'Leave defecting Kenyan's alone.'

6:.' <www.kenv asocialist.ono!/st(ltioll!du;lI~';) JOciti/,CllShip.htlll'>, -Kenv a Socialist Democratic

Alliance(KSDA) Statement on Dual Citizenship. (accesed on 10 Jul 2005)
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Foreignersare largely banned from working anywhere outside their borders. Acquiring

citizenshipof another country may change all that. In fact, many large multinational

corporationsfavor employment candidates with dual passports.r' Kenyans are missing

outon this jobs.

Somepeople with dual citizenship enjoy the privilege of owning properties In both

countries. They are able to purchase real estate properties for example. These are

properties where locals in their horne countries ~uld not afford to purchase hence

foreignersbut them. Not because they are outrageously priced but because they have no

money. Kenyans with other citizenships for example, can purchase properties in Kenya,

whichlocals may not afford. Multinational companies own these properties. This would

be more beneficial to Kenya than when these companies sell their products to make

business more than to help the welfare of Kenyan citizens. Kenyans are less likely to be
,

exploited by these companies if there are Kenyans involved in running them. This is due

tothe fact that these companies' products have exorbitant prices.

Moreover, with dual citizenship, one has the ability to purchase otherwise restricted

shares in emerging foreign companies. Many foreign stocks and mutual funds are only

available to local citizens of a country. This is more so in developed countries. One

must present an appropriate second passport as proof of citizenship and you are horne

free.

It is important to realize that, the issue is not just making money abroad. It has to do with

the quality of life those seeking greener pastures abroad want to have and give their

children.t''For example, with our Kenyan athletes they are promised large amounts of

money together with other luxuries. Saif Saaeed Shaheen Qatar's former Kenyan world

3,000 meters steeplechase champion in an exclusive interview with the Daily Nation 65

63 Ibid.

64 Supra note 55

65 Daily Nation 2 June 2005-'SaifSaaeed Shaheen: How and why 1 dumped Kenyan passport'.
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said he was promised a lifetime US$l,OOO (Kshs 76,000) monthly by the Qatari's .In

addition,Qatar bought him a Toyota Prado and a four bedroom villa in Doha.

Thiswas the incentive he got for bringing honor to his country whose national anthem

wasplayed for the first time at a global athletics event during the medal awards ceremony

for Shaheen's gold in Paris.

He also adds it was due to the competitive environment in Kenya and few opportunities

availablelocall y.

NicolasKemboi who has no Arabic name due to the fact that he did not want any because

of his Christian faith is now a Qutari.He was thel 0, OiO meters champion. He confirmed

inan exclusive interview with the NationGG that he choose Qatar for greener pastures for

anundisclosed amount of money. He confirms that there they have better equipment,

decentliving conditions and more pocket money. These Kenyan athletes were once poor

.They depended on their parents for basic provisions, they were penniless struggling to

makeend meet through earnings from local competitions.

TheMinister for sports Achillo Ayacko has appointed a probe team to find out why these

athletes are running away but this is not enough.

There is nothing unique in being a Kenyan. Human Rights dictate that every man and

woman has a right to seek and live a life that meets their own expectations.V Those who

want to seek greener pastures should not be denied the chance and especially our Kenya

athletes who succumb to the promise oflucrative pay and superb training facilities, which

they do not have in Kenya.G8 They should be given a chance of retaining their Kenyan

citizenship and that of their adopted countries.

Kenyan's would also benefit from government healthcare programs, free education

programs among other benefits that foreigners may not have.

66 Daily Nation 3 June 2005- 'Kemboi had injury that never was. 771eidea was to avoid running at the
Athens Olympic Gamesfor Kenya. .
67 Ibid.

68 Supra note 56
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c) Rights to vote in both countries and seek positions in high offices.

lMal citizenship grants legal protection and eligibility to participate in social security and

politicalaffairs of the country they are citizen. This means, Kenyans abroad can be

electedin Kenya or in other foreign countries, which they are citizens. This has been

seenin some countries that allow dual citizenship. For example in an article entitled,

'PledgingMultiple Ailegiance't'", Dominicans from New York could vote in their

DominicanRepublic presidential elections for the first time and could also vote for a

NewYorker where they were citizens of the United States too.

IntheUnited States, one Jesus R. Galvis came froi Columbia to America to do business.

Hebuilt a business empire in New Jersey and got elected there to the County Council of

Hackensack.He wanted to be elected to the senate. This was in 6th May 1995. He was

attemptingto hold two electoral offices simultaneously in two countries. He was after all

acitizenof both Colombia and the US.A. He said, "I saw this as a good opportunity to

keepsome ties to the homeland there,,70 He lost however, ~ossibly because he was

attemptingto hold two offices simultaneously in different countries. May be he should

haveran for one electoral office at a go. Critics argued that, in holding two offices at the

sametime he could not represent each countries' voters well enough who had voted for

him.

But the fact that a public servant from an American city campaigned for a post in a

foreigngovernment is but an example of a growing global phenomenon known as dual

citizenship.

In Kenya this can be applicable where our very own Barrack Obama has now been

elected to the US.A. senate. By the doctrine of Jus sanguinis, that is of descent he is a

Kenyan since he is born to a Kenyan father. If dual citizenship is allowed in Kenya even

though he may not stand for office in Kenya due to his position of office in the U S.A, he

would help create better economic ties between Kenya and the US.A. because of his

citizenship.

69 Los Angeles Times 6 April I998-'P/edging Multiple Allegiences'

'0 <\\\\\\.I!.\ob::llpoiic\.org/nJliol1s/cilizCllSimlll!iple.hlm.>(nccescd on 2 I June 20(5)
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d) Creates a better sense of belonging yet one retains the security they need to

live abroad.

This could compel them to invest more skills and capital in the country as above

mentioned. Dual citizenship grants legal protection and eligibility to participate in

social security and political affairs of the country they are citizens. Kenyans are able

to get benefits such as legal protection and the ability to participate in social security

and pension programmes subsidized housing, national health programmes,

scholarship programmes as well as Universitj' tuition reimbursement programmes

among other items that, accordingly provide the stability that Kenyans at home

benefit from as well as those abroad

Kenyans living abroad say that they love their county dearly despite seeking foreign

citizenship. They have tried with no success to collect signatures to try and ask the

Kenyangovernment to allow them to have dual citizenship.

One Mr. Gichane Muraguri, in a paper on the perspective of Kenyans living .abroad

presented the Bomas Draft Constitution says that patriotic Kenyans feel restricted and

confined in conflict of conscience over their need to acquire foreign citizenship since

their constitution does not allow dual citizenship.f ' Kenyans do not acquire foreign

citizenship due to their disloyalty but their need to survive.

If dual citizenship was allowed by our Constitution, perhaps Harambee stars striker Denis

Oliech would not have turned down Kshs. 200 million offer from Qatar to change

nationality and play for that country.f The same applies to dozens of Kenya's top

athletes who would not have changed nationalities in recent years seeking lucrative

financial deals in the gulf countries of Qatar or Brahnian. For example Stephen Cherono

now known as say Shaheen who changed nationalities to run and win the steeplechase

71 Daily Nation 19 February 2004- 'United by Birth divided by law'

72 Ibid.
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goldmedal for his new country Qatar at the 2003 World championship in Paris73 Others

includeBernard Lagat, Olympic silver medallist who has become an American Citizen.i"

Thoughthese people forsake Kenya for better economic fortunes, they are indeed

homesicksince their blood ties are broken from relatives left behind in Kenya. In

additionparents in some countries have felt let down by their children's choices to

changenationalities or citizenship. In some countries especially in the developed world

parentshave gone ahead to disinherit their children, leaving nothing behind in their wills

ortestaments for their children who have changed natignalities

TheAfrican Union (AU) is calling back Black Americans to most West African States by

offeringthem dual citizenship. This is to try and help them build bridges broken by

slavery. More of these West African countries such as Ghana and Senegal are offering

dualcitizenship to them in exchange of economic benefits these Americans will bring to

theircountries.

Onthe other hand, Uganda does not allow dual citizenship. Many Ugandans of Asian

originwho were compelled out of Uganda in 1972 are now resident in countries such as

Canada, Britain and the US.A They have turned their back on Uganda, not wanting to

sacrifice their citizenships from the above-mentioned countries. Yet they could have had

itboth ways and everybody would be happy. This is because Uganda is their country of

birth.75

Uganda and Kenya can borrow a leaf from Ireland. Millions of Irishmen who have

become citizens in the USA, Britain and Australia keep strong ties with their home

country. Their contribution is particularly a driven investment that has made substantial

:)<\\\\w.cbs.sportJine.comJol\ Illpics/slor\'~'(' 7.+0}_>( accessed Oil 12 June 20(5)

14 Supra note 2

,j New Vision Kampala 21 January 200 L \Y\YI\ dobalpolicies/wlt ions/cnizen/uaandn.hun .!ilcccsse~J.Oil 12

June 2005)
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contributionto Ireland. In effect, the Republic of Ireland has become Europe's fastest
. d 76growmgeconomy to ay.

e) Values learnt from foreign countries could be incorporated in home

countries.

Goodvalues learnt and ideas could be borrowed and used in home countries. This was

forexample the case in the Dominican Republic Presidential elections of 1996 mentioned

earlierin this chapter. They were considered to be the most honest and fair elections this

Republichas hand. This was said to be to some extent due to the Dominican Americans

whoparticipated in those elections.

f) A second passport may give one access to travel in countries where ones own

passport might not be used.

This can be because of temporary or permanent travel restrictions for example, the

case of Canadians who were refused permission to land in Spain some years ago

during a Spanish - Canadian fishing rights dispute."

g) Pastrolist communities that live on the East African borders can graze their

cattle within East Africa without being harassed.

These patrol communities are currently not allowed to graze in neighboring countries

when there is drought in Kenya. If dual citizenship is allowed these communities would

not be harassed and many livestock would be spared since one can find pasture in other

neighboring countries other than Kenya.

h) Women can be allowed to confer Kenya citizenship on their children.

In Kenya including other states, women cannot confer citizenship to their husbands or

children especially when these women get married to foreigners. Also in cases where

their children are born in other countries other than Kenya and their parents are a single

76 Ibid.

77 Supra note 54
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mothers.Fathers are considered to be the ones who confer citizenship on their children

accordingto our Kenyan Constitution" and not women.

Consequently Kenyan husbands can confer citizenship to foreign WIves but Kenyan

wivescannot confer citizenship to foreign husbands. Children born of foreign husbands

andKenyan wives cannot acquire Kenyan citizenship. This is by virtue the fact that a

womanloses her citizenship and acquires that of her husband upon marriage. Where the

husbandis a foreigner, she losses her Kenyan citizenship to acquire his citizenship

Thiswas illustrated in the case of Phillip Keino whose mother, Dr. Esther Keino is a

nominated Member of Parliament (MP). He was born in the U.S.A when his mother was

a PHD student at Harvard University. Because he was born in the U.SA, he

automatically became a citizen of that country but has grown up in Kenya. He had dual

US - Kenya citizenship until he was 23 years old, when Kenya stripped him of his

Kenyan citizenship.79 His mother could not bestow Kenyan Citizenship to her son who

visited Kenya as a tourist. He was later allowed to become a naturalized Kenyan citizen

after the former president of Kenya, President Daniel Arap Moi intervened.

His case may have been special since he could access the high and mighty to accord him

this privilege. What happens to those who do not have such privileges or access? They

remain foreigners including their children. This illustrates the dilemma single citizenship

possess; one which dual citizenship could attempt to solve.

Egypt as a country has gone a step further to try and permit women to confer

citizenship.t" This is in relation to passing citizenship to children born or Egyptian

mothers and foreign fathers. Mothers are to be allowed to confer citizenship to their

children. More than a quarter of Egyptian women are married to non - Egyptians."

78 Sections 89 and 91, of the current Constitution

79 Supra note 71

so In\"IY.so\"crei!.!nicitil.Cll/'003! 11 03c!.!Yp"Yolllcll.hllll.l EgypJ mav soon Permit Women to Confer
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Theirchildren would not be entitled to state provided free medical care and education,

whichas foreigners they do not enjoy. Egyptian women have complained that they are

bornin a country which when it comes to official documents, one is treated as a

foreigner.Yet, foreigners who are married to Egyptian husbands are treated as citizens.

Inaddition, the Jordanian Queen has given Jordanian women the sane rights as men to

passon their citizenship to their children. 82 This is in relation to Palestinian children born

toJordanPalestinian women.

i) It avoids statelessness, that is a condition where an individual lacks a

nationality

Thisis the lack of a nationality by an individual. It is therefore a condition whereby an

individual has no nationality in any country. Such individuals do not have a home.
country that could, otherwise provide international protection. It occurs in instances

relatedto accidental loss of nationality without corresponding acquisition of a new one.

The problems faced by a stateless person may assume almost incredible complexity,

particularly in relation to such matters as, identity of documents, travel permits and

passports, work cards, marriage certificates and other examples of mass papers

commonly carried by inhabitants of most states. Those affected cannot be protected as

thyhave no nationality documents such as those mentioned above.

Loss of ones original nationality typically conferred by birth or parentage without

obtaining a new citizenship renders the individual stateless. There is no state therefore

that corne to the aid of the individual when they are in need of diplomatic
. 83representation.

During wars or political persecutions individuals may become stateless if they have no

other citizenship. However, if these individuals would be dual citizens they could not be

inthis situation if unless they had already renounced the second citizenship.

82 <www. sovereigninationJcitizenI2002/1217jordan. wm>-Jordan Queen and Cit izenship Rights.

(accessed on 12 June 2005)

83 Supra note 2 pp 182
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This was highlighted in one of our local dailies84 of a Kenyan man by the name of Mr.

SanjayShah who did not have a nationality for over a year. He had lived for thirteen

monthsat the Jomo Kenyatta International Airport transit terminal. He had denounced his

Kenyan citizenship when he realized he was also entitled to be British Overseas

Citizenship. Kenyan laws currently do not allow dual citizenship. However, Britain did

notgrant him citizenship as he was kicked out of Britain where he had sought citizenship.

According to the Chief Passport Officer at the British High Commission in Nairobi'", she

says that when Kenya achieved independence' 1 1963,Sanjay did not automatically

become a Kenyan citizen because none of his parents were born in Kenya. He therefore,

retained the citizenship of the UK and Colonies (CUKC) status. When the British

Nationality Act of 1981 came into force he had no claim of either British citizenship or

British Dependant Territories citizenship. He therefore, acquired a British Overseas

Citizenship (BOC).

He became a Kenyan citizen by registration 111 1984 and he therefore renounced hi s

Indian citizenship for Kenya did not allow dual citizenship. He was not required to

renounce his British citizenship, as he was only 21 and not 25 as the British law stood

then. When he attained the age of renunciation he did not renounce his BOC citizenship

as he would automatically cease to be a Kenyan citizen for Kenya did not allow dual

citizenship. When he applied for a Kenyan passport his documents showed he had

renounced his Indian citizenship and was eligible to be a Kenyan citizen. He however,

did not know he was a BOC and to become a Kenyan citizen he had to renounce his BOC

citizenship. He therefore did not renounce his BOC status and therefore, he did not give

up the status. That is why when he realized he was a BOC he decided to renounce his

Kenyan citizenship to embrace that of Britain. He believed that Britain offered a better

life compared to Kenya and especially for his 15-year-old son who would get a better

education in Britain in the best schools there.

On 28 June this year the British High Commissioner informed Sanjay that his application

had been approved. He is now a British citizen. This scenario illustrates that had Kenya

84 Daily Nation Monday 11 July 2005 Outlook Magazine-'No place to call home'

85 Ibid
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allowed dual citizenship Sanjay would not have succumbed to the events he went

through.The fact that he was a dual citizen again illustrates how a second citizenship can

beuseful when one is stateless.

The Convention on Statelessness as mentioned in the earlier part of this dissertation,

now obliges its signatories to grant their citizenship to persons who are stateless.

They may also not deprive an individual a nationality if this will render the individual

stateless. Therefore, it can be said that with reduction of statelessness and states

having limited discretion to deprive its citizens its original citizenship, many people

now hold dual citizenship for a state has limited disc .etion to deprive a citizen an

original citizenship if he acquires another citizenship.

2.3DISADVANTAGES OF DUAL CITIZENSHJP

Despite numerous advantages that dual citizenship has to offer, critics of dual citizenship

havestated several disadvantages as stated below as follows: -

a) It diminishes ones individual loyalty to a nation or state.

b) Evasion of taxes and tax liability

c) It encourages fraud and duplicity

d) Few Kenyans practice foreign business

e) It imposes problems as regards diplomatic protection.

f) It may be abused to sway votes in an election

g) There would also be competition for local jobs form aliens who become Kenyans.

h) Terrorism

i) It would be risky if certain officers of a Republic hold dual citizenship.

a) It diminishes ones individual loyalty to a nation or state. This shows lack of

patriotism when one pledges multiple allegiances to two states. This in effect undermines

the sense of shared experiences that make a nation a community. When one holds more

than one citizenship or dual citizenship, by virtue of having several passports, this

becomes more of a badge of convenience rather than undivided loyalty.f"

86 Supra note 73
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Forexample, with the United States (U.S.A) allowing dual citizenship, especially through

theirGreen Card Lottery Programme, it has become an amorphous piece of real property

orrealestate that lacks a nationality identity.87

An individual member of an independent political community helps to protect the

communityand through taxes makes contribution for the common good of the state. The

obligationof each member of a community to support the state is called his allegiance.f"

Each citizen who cooperates for the defense and maintenance of the political community

confidentlyexpects in return for the fulfillment of his duties of allegiance to receive the

protectionof his state against injury from without.

Lack of this support or sharing it between states can be said not to be undivided loyalty to

a state. In Switzerland for example, 70% of the Swiss citizens have dual citizenship.

This has been greatly condemned by the Far Right People's Party, which wants

parliament to repeal the dual citizenship law of 199289

b) Evasion of taxes and tax liability

It is the duty of citizen to pay taxes to the state he is a citizen. Dual citizenship

encourages citizens to "shop around" for a country with lower taxes. Foreigners are also

subjected to more tax unlike a citizen who is not for example, subjected to stiff estate

taxes. These stiff taxes are imposed on foreigners who work there.

Tax being a major source of revenue for states, mechanisms such as this that encourage

evasion of taxes may not be received well by states.

c) It encourages fraud and duplicity

This would especially affect economic planning. With Kenya not having good records,

corruption or fraud would be on the rise. Ghost citizens would be created for the benefit

87 Supra note 63

88 Stowell, Ellery C. International Law, Restatement of Principles pp.l83

89 Supra note 54
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somepeople in this country. Kenya has been known to have ghost workers in its

'nistriessuch as the Ministry of Health and that of Local Government.

enyanscan also fall prey to fraudulent lawyers or other officers, paying for passports

and other documents that are never issued.

d) Few Kenyans practice foreign business. Dual citizenship would only benefit a

selectedgroup to people the high and mighty that can afford to trade internationally. This

wouldnot benefit majority of Kenyans.

e) There would also be competition for local jobs form aliens who become Kenyans.

This is because; they have a higher advantage due to their knowledge, skills and

technology, which they have compared to Kenyans.

Q It may be abused to sway votes in an election. These were the feelings of Professor

Okoth Ogendo, the Constitution of Kenya Review Commissioner rapporteur general."

He says, IIA presidential candidate may decide to use 'Kenyans' living abroad, who are

citizens of other countries, to swing votes in his favor"."

g) It imposes problems as regards diplomatic protection. This may hamper efforts to

provide diplomatic and considerable protection to citizens who are abroad. One of the

essential duties of a countries consular and diplomatic corps is to provide protection and

assistance to the country's citizens abroad. With two states offering this kind of

protection, there are bound to be problems.

Where a citizen of a country is also a citizen of another country that is, a dual citizens, he

can only be accorded protection by the country he is residing and not the other country.

For example, the British citizens who are citizens of other countries cannot be accorded

official British protection when they are in a territory of the other citizenship. Ifunder the

90 Supra note 64

9\ Ibid
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ofthat country they are liable to any obligation such as military service the fact they

Britishcitizens will not exempt them from it.

Icanencourage terrorism. This would expose the country to insecurity from terrorists

whowish to be Kenyans. This has been one of the greatest fears that critics of dual

citizenshipwould rely on to dismiss the advantage dual has to offer.

However,according to the Kenya social Democratic Allian (KSDA) which advocates

fordualcitizenship this does not hold water. The Secretary General says that,92

'Dualcitizenship will not prevent economic, immigration and other criminals from

operatingin Kenya if they have. a strategy to do so. The argument by delegates that

foreignerswill take advantage of dual citizenship to spell down doom if it is introduced

inthe Constitution is myopic and smacks a of lack of understanding of the international

situations. Kenyans abroad demand dual citizenship not for artificial reasons but because

ofreal advantages they would get."

Terrorists have still managed to get into Kenya as evidenced in the Nairobi 1998

bombing and the Kikambala bombing which left several people dead and many seriously

injured.

j) It would be problematic if not risky, when certain officers in the Republic

hold dual citizenship.

For example, the President of a certain Republic, Cabinet Ministers, Chief of General

staff, Force commanders just but to mention a few. This would comprise their loyalty

to serving a particular state. This happened in the case where the former President of

Peru Alberto Fujimori, who ruled the country from 1990 to 2000.He, was a citizen of

both Peru and Japan. He was suspected of being involved in corruption and human

rights abuses but could not be extradited from Japan since Japan does not extradite its

92 Supra note 62
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citizensand further, there was no extraditable treaty between Peru and Japan. For

extraditionto be effective there must be an extraditable treaty between the two

effecting the extradition and the one seeking for the

extraditableperson.

4CONCLUSION

reare 59 countries that permit dual citizenship with minimal exceptions prohibition.

eseinclude U.K, Canada, Togo and Tunisia only but to rnentien a few In addition, 15

~ercountries permit it with considerable exceptional prohibition. Mexico, Ghana and

Nigeriafall in this category. Furthermore, 35 countries permit it though the permission is

very nominal. These countries include Argentina, Spain, Namibia, and Gerrnany"

Dualcitizenship is a growing global phenomenon where having more than one passport.
isbecoming a status symbol. Dual citizenship is beneficial and has real advantages. The

encumbrances it may encounter can thoroughly regulated to make it effective. This may

includefor example making it selective, and more so for those in government offices

suchas the Executive and the Legislative who may not have this privilege of having dual

citilenship.

Kenya can extend this privilege to Kenyans especially those living abroad to have

advantages that their counter parts in other are enjoying.

93<\\'\\'\\'.geocitcs.com/jusjih/dncclp.html>(accessed all 17 June 2005)
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PTER THREE

DUAL CITIZENSHIP IN THE UNITED K1NGDOM AND NIGERIA: A

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

J.1 INTRODUCTION

Nothingin international law prevents individuals from stablishing citizenship in more

than two countries. Some countries prohibit their citizens from establishing citizenship in

anothercountry or only permit it in certain circumstances. Each country has different

requirements for citizenship as well as different policies regarding dual citizenship.

Officially 89 countries in the world allow dual citizenship.f"

The United Kingdom(UK), for example, is one of the 89 c~untries that permit dual

citizenship with minimal restrictions and exceptional prohibition. Nigeria is also among

the 89 countries, although it is among 16 others, which permit dual citizenship with

considerable exceptional prohibition." The UK can be said to have adopted a "free

market approach", as compared to Nigeria that has adopted a "cradle to the grave

approach" with the latter only allowing only citizens who are citizens of Nigeria by birth

to hold dual citizenship. The UK on the other hand, has allowed others other than those

who are its citizens by birth to hold dual citizenship.

This chapter will attempt to portray a comparative analysis between dual citizenship in

Nigeria and the UK In many aspects, these countries are similar to Kenya. The similarity

being that they belong to the Commonwealth group of countries. The Commonwealth

was established by the Westminster Statute of 1931, as an association comprising of the

UK, and many former colonies of the Britain that are now sovereign states including

those in Africa such as Nigeria and Kenya. Nigeria joined the Commonwealth in 1960

while Kenya joined the same in 1963.

9" <\\"\\"\\,.<1nswers.com/maill/ntqllcrv'):::-30> The 2005 multipleciuzcnslup.info.taccesed 011 17 June 20(5)

9;' < my". geocites.colll/gusgilYidudcp/hlml.>(accesec! on 17 June 2(05)
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Withmost Kenyan laws having British originality, this comparative study seeks to show

usthat indeed dual citizenship has proved beneficial to these countries and despite few

shortcomingsion their dual citizenship laws, there are lessons that Kenya could very well

learnfrom them.

3.2 DUAL CITIZENSHIP IN THE UK: A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

3.2.1Historical Background

The UK or the UK comprises of the England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern lreland. 1t is

commonly called the Great Britain or Britain.

British Nationality law has its origins in the medieval times. The British Empire came

into existence and there remained only a single .category of nationality, that of British

subjects. There had always been a distinction in the British rules in terms of the subject's

of the monarch and the aliens. British subjects included not only persons within the UK

but also those throughout the empire, even in the colonies, like Fiji and the self-governing

dominions. 96There was no specific law dealing with nationality or citizenship, since the

law was unwritten and the written one was in several statutes.

This changed with the adoption of the British Nationality and States of Aliens Act, of

1914. This Act codified for the first time the law relating to the British Nationality.

Nationality is therefore a nineteenth century concept." This 1914 Act was founded on the

Common law doctrine of allegiance. Allegiance was defined by Blackstone's dictionary

as "the ties or ligaments which bind the subject to the king, in return for protection in the

King affords the subject,,98 This is a natural and permanent allegiance owed by subjects

who at Common law were persons born within the King's dominion.

Aliens, on the other hand who were within the Kings dominion owed the sovereign a

local or temporary allegiance. The matter was discussed in the famous but now obsolete

Calvin's case99 where it was decided that 'postnati' i.e. the persons born in Scotland after

96 Supra note 94

97See O. Hood Phillips 5th ed., (1973) 'Constitutional and Administrative law'; London Sweet and
Maxwell pp. 363
98 Ibid

99 Supra note 13.
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theaccession of James VI of Scotland to the English throne as James I, ware not aliens in

England.The Common law doctrine of allegiance plays no part in the new concept of

Nationality.Allegiance is no longer a new source of British Nationality, although it may

bea concept of it. 100 Acquisition of citizenship under the 1914 Act was therefore by birth

or by descent - any person born out of His majesty's dominion whose father was, at the

time of that persons birth a British subject. Women who married aliens automatically lost

theirBritish citizenship and acquired that of their alien husband. This changed in 1948

whenthe British enacted the Nationality Act of 1948. What led to this enactment was that

theCommonwealth Heads of Government decided in a con~rence in 1948 that to embark

a major change in the law of Nationality throughout the Commonwealth following

Canada's decision to enact its own citizenship laws.

It was decided that the UK and self-governing dominions would each adopt a separate

citizenship but retain the common status of British subject. Until then all the

Commonwealth countries had a common citizenship; the British Subject system. It was

no wonder that the expression 'British subject' and the expression 'Commonwealth
. ., . d h . 101citizen acquire t e same meanmg.

When the British Nationality Act of 1948 came into effect on 1st January 1949, citizens

of the UK and its colonies {CUKC' s} who subsequently became naturalized citizens of

other countries no longer automatically lost their British Nationality.

Since that date, citizens of the UK and its colonies who became naturalized citizens of a

foreign state retained their status as British subjects, citizens of the UK and its colonies,

unless they made a made a formal declaration of renunciation in front of a British Consul

or other parties officially authorized to accept such declarations.

This Act of 1948 introduced the concept of dual citizenship and this concept was further

reinforced by the British Nationality Act of 1981, which expanded the scope of who may

be a British subject.

3.2.2 Scope of Dual Citizenship

100 Supra note 97 pp 364 ..

101 Ibid pp 366.
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Dual citizenship seeks to accommodate British citizens born in the UK and its colonies

who become citizens of foreign states. This lays down the general rules applicable to

dual citizens or dual nationals, this covers persons qualified or eligible to hold dual

citizenship in the UK. Furthermore, dual citizenship seeks to enable those who had lost

their British citizenship such as married women and children to acquire it. Finally, it

seeks to show what benefits one derives from being a dual citizen. The European Union

or the EU, which the UK is a member, will also be discussed to try and illustrate that the

EU allows countries with dual nationality laws and are members of the same to allow

dual citizenship. This is provided for in in the European Community Convention. The

European Community is now the European Union.

3.2.3 Eligibility of Acquiring Dual Citizenship

This covers the various modes of acquisition of British citizenship looking at both the

British Nationality Act of 1948 and the British Nationality Act of 1981 but emphasis will

be placed on the latter since, it is the current law on Nationality in the UK. The 1948 Act

introduced five classes of persons who may become British citizens. These were:-

1. Citizen in the UK and its colonies [CUKC's] British Colonies included.

2. Citizens of other Commonwealth countries as associated states.

3. Citizens of the Republic of Ireland who by the Ireland Act 1949 section 2 are not

regarded as aliens

4. British protected persons i.e. [roughly] persons born in British protectorate, protected

states or trust territories.

5. Aliens.

However, the British Nationality Act of 1981 abolished the status of CUKC's, and

replaced it with three new categories of British citizenship on 1st January 1983; these are

I. British citizen

2. British Dependant Territories Citizenship [BDC], which was, renamed British

Overseas Territories Citizenship [BOTC] By the British Overseas Territories Act

2002
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3. British Overseas Citizen [BOC]

.ishcitizens are those CUKCS, who had a close relation with the UK and its islands

annelIslands and the Isle of Man] who possessed the right of abode under the

igrationAct of 1971.

BOTC'sare those CUCK's with a close relationship with the one of the remammg

wlonies.Remaining colonies were, renamed Overseas Territories. BOCs are those

CUKe'swho were not eligible for British citizenship status or BOTCs status. Every

Britishcitizen or British Overseas Territory [BOTC] is either a British citizen or British

OverseasTerritory citizen [BOTC] by descent .A British citizen is a British Overseas or

a BritishOverseas Territories citizen than by descent is a British citizen or British

territorycitizen through birth, adoption, naturalization or in some cases registration in the

UKand its Islands or its Overseas territories.

Ifone becomes a British citizen or a British Overseas Territories citizen otherwise by

descenthe or she cannot pass on a British Nationality to any child of his or hers outside

theUK or its overseas territories. But depending on ones' personal circumstances their

childmay be eligible for registration. British overseas citizenship [BOC] cannot generaII y

bepassed by its holders except in the limited cases to avoid statelessness or other

hardship.

3.2.3.1 Acquisition of UK Citizenship

Acquisition of UK citizenship can be by:-

a. Birth -jus solis

b. Descent -jus sanguinis

c. Naturalization;

d. Registration; and through,

e. Adoption.

These methods are universal and are described in details in the first chapter of this

dissertation therefore they will not be discussed in great detail under this heading.
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A. Citizenship by birth- Jus solis

This occurs where a child is born in the in the UK to a parent who is British citizen at the

time of the birth or to a parent who is settled in the UK. If the relevant person is a father

the parents must be named. This is provided for in section 1 of the British Nationality

Act1981, which was also provided for under section 4 of 1948 Nationality Act. Where a

child's father enjoys diplomatic immunity and not a citizen of the UK, or the child father

is an enemy alien and birth occurs in such circumstances the child cannot be a British
. . b bi h 102cittzen y irt .

B. Citizenship by decent- jus sanguinis

One is a citizen by descent if one of the parents is a British citizen otherwise than by

descent that is by birth, adoption, registration or naturalization in the UK.

Certain rights accrue from being a British citizen by birth and by descent

They have all the political and legal rights of citizens. These include right of abode that is

the right to live in and to come and go into and outside the UK. They have other rights

such as voting and can stand in office that is a political office and so on.

C. Citizenship by Naturalization

Naturalization as earlier defined is a means of acquiring citizenship if one is an alien that

is they are not by virtue of their birth or descent British citizens. Naturalization is now

governed by section 6 of the British Nationality Act of 1981. Persons who are aliens and

are of full age and capacity do this by way of an applicant to the Home Secretary. The

Home Secretary may grant a certificate of naturalization and the applicant, on taking an

oath of allegiance specified in the Act becomes a citizen of the UK and from the date of

the certificate. Before the Home Secretary grants the certificate he must be satisfied the

applicant:-

a) Has either resided in England or Wales for three years

102 Supra note 97, pp 369
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b) Has either resided in the UK or been in Crown service in the UK government

throughout the preceding twelve months

c) Has either resided in the UK or colony as depending or been in Crown service

under the UK government for periods amounting to not less than four years

during the four years preceding the twelve months.

d) Is of good character

e) Has sufficient knowledge of the English language

f) Intends to: -

• Reside in the UK or any colony or depengency

• Enter into as continue Crown service under an International organization

of which the UK government is a member or service to the employed of a

society or company established in the UK or any colony or dependency

and is not subject to any restriction under Immigration Act.

A British protected person or person that is a person born In British protectorate,

protected states or trust territories may be naturalized on easier terms than aliens for

instead of conditions a), b) and c) supra, it is sufficient if he has been ordinarily resident

in the UK or in government service in the UK throughout the preceding five years.

A citizen by Naturalization becomes a full citizen just like those who have citizenship by

birth or descent and has therefore all political and legal right of a citizen by birth or

descent. However, this certificate of naturalization is renewable. Reasons for revocation

may occur if the certificate was obtained by fraud, false representation, or concealment of

any material fact or the person has by his conduct shown himself to be dishonest to Her

majesty or has traded with the enemy during any war or (unless the effect of deprivation

would be to render that person stateless), or has sensed not less than twelve months

imprisonment within the years of naturalization.

A naturalized person therefore is not to be deprived of citizenship unless the Home

Secretary is satisfied that it is not conducive to be a citizen of the UK and colonies and in

the case of continuous residence abroad, a person against whom an order is proposed to

be made may refuse that the case be referred to a committee of inquiry.
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However,as we look at the concept of nationalization of indeed important to look at the

status of aliens since aliens are the ones who get naturalized or acquire citizenship by this

method.

Status of Aliens.

Under Common law aliens had no public or private rights. The rules were gradually

relaxedby state and a more liberal attitude on the parts of the Common law courts. By the

end of sixteenth century it was recognized that aliens in the King's dominion owed a

temporary and local allegiance. Friendly aliens could now bring .ersonal actions such as

trespass and debt and could own personal property including leaseholds. 103

Friendly aliens are citizens of countries with which the crown is not at war. They have

the right to enter into contracts, to own and dispose of personal property and to bring and

defend actions. They may now own and dispose of real property. 104

Resident aliens owe allegiance to the Crown, and are subject to the general law and to the

criminal law. They do not enjoy the parliamentary or the local government franchise, that

is to represent the people, they may not sit in either House of Parliament or hold any

public office but, they may be employed in any other civil capacity under the Crown

outside the UK as under a certificate issued by the a member of with the treasury

approval. They also are subject to movement restrictions with regard to employment in

the armed forces, the civil service in this country, and the merchant navy; jury service,

the ownership of British ships; holding a pilot's certificate; change of name; and taking

part in certain industrial Activities.

Enemy aliens are citizens of countries with which the Crown is at war, were at one time

right less, unless exceptionally they were here with the license of the king.1us

"Enemy" came to mean any person whether a British subject or not, who voluntarily

resided or carried on business in an enemy country.

103 Supra note 97 pp 370

104 Ibid pp. 367

105 Ibid
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Anenemy alien in this sense cannot enter into contracts by English law, and contacts

enteredinto with him before the war is suspended for the duration of the war. "Enemy

character"is largely of importance in relation to corporation, and in relation to offences

underthe trade and enemy act.

Anenemy alien cannot bring an action in the alien courts; if he was plaintiff in an action

beforethe war, this is because the enemy cannot be given the advantage of enforcing his

rightswith assistance with the sovereign with which he is at war.

Onthe otcher hand, an alien enemy can be sued during the war, as that permits British

subjects or friendly aliens to enforce a few rights with assistarg.e of the sovereign against

the enemy, and if sued justice demands that he appeals, for he is entitled to have the case

decided according to the law and therefore to have the error of the court of the first

instance corrected.

D. Citizenship by Registration.

This is the fourth mode of acquiring citizenship in the UK.

A person makes an application to the Home Secretary to be to be registered as a citizen of

the UK and its colonies; others may be so registered at his discretion. Those eligible for

registration or otherwise are: -

1. A citizen of a commonwealth who is patrial that is, has the right of abode.

This is a person who for the previous five years has been a resident of the UK

or engaged in relevant employment that is Crown service under the UK

government or an International organization of which the UK government is a

member, or employed by a society or company established in the UK.

11. A woman who has been married to a citizen of the UK or its colonies;

The Home Secretary has the discretion to register a citizen of the UK and its colonies an

application made to him, any citizen of the Commonwealth who satisfies the Home

Secretary that he is of good character and has sufficient knowledge of English or welsh

language and that he intends to reside in the UK or it colony, or to enter and continue in

relevant employment, as noted above, provided that for the previous five years he has

been ordinarily resident in the UK or engaged in relevant t employment.
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It is worthy to note that a person who acquires citizenship by this method may be

deprived of citizenship by order of the Home Secretary it he is satisfied that registration

is got through means of fraud, false representation or the concealment of any material

fact, and it is not conducive the public good that the person should continue to stay in the

UK or be citizen. This person concerned is entitled to have their case referred to the

committee of inquiry called the deprivation of citizenship committee.

E. Adoption
An adopted child acquires the nationality of his or her adapting parents. If the parents are

dual citizens, the child also acquires the same citizenship.

3.2.4 Status of Married Women and Children.

Previously under the 1914 Act, a British woman lost her citizenship and British

Nationality if she married an alien, or if her husband became an alien after marriage.

Later amendments provide that she could retain her British nationality;

I. If on marrying an alien she did not acquire his Nationality

11. If on her husband's becoming an alien she made a declaration of retention of

her British Nationality or did not acquire her husband's Nationality or

citizenship.

The position now is therefore is that a British woman who marries an alien retains her

British citizenship unless she chooses to renounce the same. This is the most important

part in this dissertation, of British women who married aliens. However, we will also

look into the other side 0 t he coin where the alien woman marries a British national or

citizen. This woman does not ipso factor acquire citizenship, but may do so by

registration or naturalization, but the most important part of his dissertation is the former.

A child who's born in the UK is a UK citizen if either his or her married parents or

unmarried mother is a British citizen106

Children born in the US whose fathers or either parents are British citizen may also be

British citizen by descent. This applies to children born after December 31, 1982.107

106 Standley Kate, 2nd ed.,(1997) Family law- Citizenship and Immigration pp 29
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In respect to the current UK laws, such children cannot lose their status of British

citizenshipwithout making formal declaration of denunciation or renunciation after

reachingthe age of 18 years.

Accordingthe Home Secretary, office, which effect of s" October 1998, children are

requiredto hold their own passports, instead of being included in the family member

passport. Children already included in a British family passport will not be affected until

theholder's passport is replaced. 108

However, if the person concerned after reaching full age exercises certain rights and

privileges connected to his second citizenship, loss of the UK itizenship may result.

3.2.5 The European Union

The European Convention made up of European countries recognizes dual nationalities

or dual citizenship. This is provided for in this chapter IV of the same. It therefore

recognizes the various modes through which one may acquire 'citizenship and more so

children and women. 109

3.2.6. Benefits of Dual Citizenship

There are many benefits that dual citizens enjoy.

1. Firstly they can leave and enter the UK at any time without any restrictions.

11. They have the right of abode and may return and reside in the Britain any

time, regardless of the fact that they are dual citizens. This right of abode

applies to all British citizens including those naturalized or registered. They

are not therefore subjected to regulation and control as some who are not

partials who require leave to enter the UK which may be given for a limited or

indefinite period and may be subject to conditions restricting employment and

occupation.

~.'I- <\Y\\\y.britilunlsa.colllcorriaridualnalionalit\.asp> -Dual nationality for Children (accessed Oil 20 June

2005)

108 Ibid.

109 Discussed earlier in chapter one as the European Community Convention on Nationality.
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1II. They as citizens have the full due process rights in the UK Constitution. That

be that they enjoy the Parliamentary or Local Government franchiser, and they

may sit in either House of Parliament and may hold any public office.

IV. UK citizens may sponsor their immediate relatives, that is either a spouse,

unmarried minor children and parents for immigration without waiting for

visas to become available.

V. UK citizens can hold UK and United States' passports since they are dual

citizens of those countries. These passports often facilitate trade abroad. They

may travel abroad without worrying about protecti g their residency.

VI. UK citizens cannot be exported or extradited.

Vll. Only UK citizen athletes are eligible to qualify for the UK Olympic team.

Vl11. UK citizen spouses are entitled to substantial deductions from the estate taxes.

IX. Citizens may receive social security benefits such as free health and free

education facilities. .
x. They can be employed on any civil capacity under the British government

inside or outside the UK. They may be employed into the armed forces, the

civil service, the merchant navy, and jury service. They may in addition own

British ships, can hold pilot certificates, can change names and take part in

certain industrial activities.

3.2.7 Loss of Citizenship

Citizenship may be lost by deprivation in case of naturalized citizens and citizens by

registration if a citizen contravene any requirement.

The British Nationality Act 1981 section 40 provides for loss of Nationality by

renunciation to the Home Secretary. The individual must renounce their citizenship

before the Home Secretary.

3.2.8 Conclusion.

The UK is an elaborate example of how dual citizenship can be applicable. This concept

of citizenship dates back too 1948, when it was introduced y the British Nationality Act

of that year as earlier mentioned in this chapter. British dual citizenship has applied from
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ento date in the UK and has remained a workable solution for its citizens who find they

e holding other citizenships. This has worked because of tight controls through

stringentmeasures they have put for non-British citizens, more so through the 1971

ImmigrationAct, which controls and regulates movement of the people in and out of the

3.3DUAL CITIZENSHIP IN NIGERIA: A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE.

3.3.1 Historical Background.

Dual citizenship in Nigeria has taken a 'cradle to the grave' approach. This is because it

hasbeen recently introduced in their 1999 Federal Constitution of Nigeria and Nigeria

therefore has no specific laws compared to the UK dealing with dual citizenship other

than the supreme law of the land, the Constitution that provides for the Nigerian

citizenship and the Nigerian Citizenship Act. This is different- as compared to the UK

where as we have seen above, the concept has now become an accepted way of life for

the British citizens for the UK adopts a more liberal approach.

However, despite the dual citizenship being specifically provided for in the 1999

Constitution, this concept existed as early as 1960 for status of a citizen of the UK and

colonies or a British protected person who continued to attach his UK citizenship even

when he became a Nigerian citizen.

Nigeria became independent from the British in 1960. This will be discussed later below

including who is eligible for dual citizenship in Nigeria, and what benefits the dual

citizens have enjoyed by being dual citizens of Nigeria and other states.

Nigerian nationality is therefore, a concomitant of the birth of the Nigerian state. 1 10

Before independence, Nigeria subsumed under the British rule for the purposes of

diplomatic relations; in consequence of this, its natives bore the status of British citizen in

international law' I J

110 See B.O. Mwabueze(1964) 'Constitutional law of the Nigerian Republic ': London Butterworths, pp33l

III Ibid
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Underthe British law, a native of Nigeria was either a citizenship of the UK and colonies

(ifhe was born in the former colony of Lagos) or his father was a citizenship otherwise

than by descent, or a British protected person born in the former protectorate of Nigeria,

or his father was born in Nigeria. J 12

3.3.2Scope of Dual Citizenship

Nigeria as compared to the UK has only one class of nationals that is, citizens for

although it accepts a special status for Commonwealth citizens, it does not recognize

them as its citizenship. The Nigerian Independent Act, 60 as above mentioned

provided that a person born in Nigeria shall cease to be citizenship of UK and other

colonies, or a British protected person, upon becoming a Nigerian citizen, he nevertheless

does not cease to be so if he, his father or his father's father: 113

a. Was born in the UK or a colony, a protectorate, or 'a protected state or a UK trust

territory outside Nigeria; or

b. Was registered as a citizenship of the UK and its colonies outside Nigeria; or

c. Became a British subject by reason of the annexation of any territory included in a

colony outside Nigeria; or

d. Is a woman whose husband has not ceased from being a citizenship of the UK and

her colonies outside Nigeria.

However, this status of a dual citizenship was short lived, as one was required to

renounce his citizenship of that other country when he or she obtained the age of 21

years. Section 13 of the Constitution of Nigeria of 1963 provided, inter alia, that,

"Any person who upon attainment of the age of 21 years was a citizenship of

Nigeria and a citizenship of some other country other than Nigeria shall cease to

be a citizenship of Nigeria upon the attainment of the age of 21 years."

112111eBritish Nationality Act 1948.Note particularly a Nigerian born in the UK and colonies (outside the
former colony of Lagos) or in a Protectorate, protected state or trust territory (outside Lagos) was also a
citizen or a protected person as the case might be.

113Supra note llOpp333
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Nigerianow does recognize the status of dual citizenship in its current constitution 114 in

chapterthree of the same and more especialty section 28, of that Constitution'V. This

meansnow that it is acceptable to hold dual citizenship and one need not renounce that

whenthey reach the age of 21 years. Section 28 subsection 18( 2 )of that Constitution

statesthat:

"Subject to their provisions of this section, a person shall forfeit forthwith

his position of being a Nigerian citizenship if not being a citizenship of

Nigeria by birth he acquires or retains the citizenship or Nationality of

another country other then Nigeria of whi<fPhe is not a citizen. 116

Any registration of a person or anyone who is or at the grant of a certificate of

naturalization to a person who is a citizenship of a country other than Nigeria at the time

of such registration commencement upon effective renunciation of the citizenship in five

months from such registration to grant" .
As regards sub-section 1 of the above section, Nigeria does recognize dual citizenship of

its citizens that has acquired Nigeria citizenship by birth and are therefore Nigeria

citizens by birth. If they acquire citizenship of other countries other than Nigeria, they

can retain their Nigerian citizenship and do not have to renounce it as it was the case

before the 1999 Constitution came into effect.

It is clear from the subsection 2 that a person must renounce citizenship of another

country within five months if he is to be registered or naturalized as a citizenship of

Nigeria and holds citizenship of another country.

The above section indicates clearly that one can hold dual citizenship in Nigeria as has

been illustrated. This is a positive step with regards to Nigerian citizenship especially

those who have acquired other foreign citizenship and have Nigerian citizenship by birth.

These citizens can still retain their Nigeria citizenship and hence there roots. Kenya can

emulate Nigeria and do the same especially to enable Kenyan citizens by birth who have

1141999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.

115 Ibid

116\\\\W.llgcx.cominigeriafconstitutioll- dual citizenship ill Nigeria (accesed all 21 June 20(5)
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acquiredcitizenship 0 f other foreign countries or nationalities to retain their Kenyan

citizenship.Kenya can allow dual citizenship in relation to its citizens who are citizens by

birthbefore granting dual citizenship to those who acquire Kenyan citizenship by other

methodsother than by birth.

3.3.3Eligibility of Acquiring Dual Citizenship

Thisillustrates the various modes through which citizenship is acquired in Nigeria. These

include citizenship by: -

1. Birth;

2. Descent;

3. Naturalization;

Nigeria, as earlier mentioned, it has only one class or citizenship, compared to he UK

which has several for although it accords special status to commonwealth states, It does

not recognize them as its citizens. This is provided under the 1999 Constitution of the

Federal Republic of Nigeria, sections 25 to 27 of the same.

3.3.3.1 Acquisition of Nigerian Citizenship.

The mode of acquisition of Nigerian citizenship include citizenship:-

a. By birth

b. By descent;

c. By registration;

d. By Naturalization.

A. Citizenship by birth-Jus soli

This is referred to citizenship jus soli. This is provided under section 25 of the 1999

Federal Constitution of Nigeria.
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A person acquires this type if citizenship if his parents or grand parents belonged to an

indigenous community of Nigeria by the date of independent 117 therefore every person

born in Nigeria became a Nigerian citizenship by October 1960, provided that one of his

parents of grand parents was also born in Nigeria and he was a citizen of the UK and

Colony or a British protected person on so" September 1960118 a person born in Nigeria

after3rd September, 1960, also becomes a Nigerian citizens by birth unless:-

a. Neither of his parents was Nigerian, and his father possessed an immunity from

any suit and legal process as is accorded to an enemy of a sovereign state

accredited to Nigeria or;

b. His father was an enemy alien and the birth occurred 111 a place under the

occupation of the enemy.

Although the paramount criterion is solely by birth in this type of citizenship, it is

also necessary to consider the factor of descent.

B. Citizenship by Descent-Jus Sanguinis

This is also called citizenship jus sanguinis. It applies to person whose parent is a citizen

of Nigeria, yet him he is born outside Nigeria. A person born outside of Nigeria became a

Nigerian citizenship on 1st October 1960 if:

a. He was a citizenship of the UK and its colonies or a British protected person on

30lh September 1960, and;

b. His father was born in Nigeria and was a citizenship of the UK, and its colonies or

a British protected person on 30lh September 1960.

In addition, a person born outside Nigeria after so" September 1960 becomes a Nigerian

citizenship by birth if his father is a citizen of Nigeria otherwise by descent.

C. Citizenship by Registration.

Under this mode of citizenship, there are two categories of people who may be registered

as citizens of Nigeria upon application made to the appropriate authorities and the

1\7 Supra note 114.

ll8 Supra note 110 pp 330
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FederalMinister. Different conditions apply in respect to each, but an applicant in every

casemust make a written declaration of his willingness to renounce any other nationality

orcitizenship and must take the oath of allegiance.

The following are entitled to be registered as Nigerian citizenship by mere application

without more:

1. A person who was born in Nigeria and having the status of a citizen of the

UK, and colonies or a British protected person on so" September of 1960, but

who did not become a citizen of Nigeria on Oct~er 1st 1960, because neither

of his parents nor any of his grandparents was born in Nigeria, provided the

application was made before October 1st 1960.

11. A person born after September 30th, 1960 outside Nigeria of a father who is a

Nigerian citizen by descent only;

111. A woman who is or has been married to a person who is a Nigerian

citizenship by birth or by descent or, who would have been such but for his

death before October 1st 1960, but the woman must hereby be a citizen of the

UK and colonies or a British protected person.

IV. A woman who is a citizen of the UK and colonies or a British protected

person and is or was and is or was married to a Nigerian citizen by registration

under the (i) above or who but for his death before October 1st 1960 could

have been entitled to be registered under (i) above if in the first case

application is made within 12 months (or such extended period as the Minister

may allow) after her husbands registration and in the latter case before

October 1st 1962.

v. Any person who on September 30th 1960 became a citizen of the UK and her

colonies by naturalization or registration in Nigeria under the provisions of the

British Nationality Act, 1948, provided that the application for registration

was made before October 1st 1960.

The second category of persons who may be registered as citizens of Nigeria are persons

accorded the status of Commonwealth citizens, these are inter alia the UK and Colonies,

Canada, Australia, Tanzania, Ghana, and Uganda, citizens of the Republic ofIreland, and
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British protected persons. A person in this category to be registered must satisfy the

Minister that:-

1. He is of good character;

11. He has a clear intention of his desire to be a Nigerian citizen and to stay in

Nigeria;

Ill. He has a sufficient knowledge of a language in current use in Nigeria.

IV. He is to take an oath of allegiance prescribed on the ih schedule in the 1999

Constitution, which states that a person must have resided in Nigeria for a

period of 15years or resided continually for a period of 12 months, and during

a period of twenty years preceding the 12 mont period have resided in

Nigeria. ,

This is the mode of acquisition of citizenship is provided for in section 26 of the 1999

Constitution of Nigeria, which is the current Constitution in place in Nigeria.

D. Citizenship by Naturalization.

This applies only to alien who if of full age and capacity may upon application to the

Minister be naturalized as a Nigerian citizen if they meet the following qualifications:

1. He has made has made a written declaration of his willingness to renounce

any other citizenship or any other nationality and take the oath of allegiance;

11. He is of good character;

lll. He has adequate knowledge of a language current in use in Nigeria;

IV. He has ordinarily been resident in Nigeria for a period continuous of 12

months; immediately preceding the date of application;

v. He has been ordinarily resident in Nigeria for a period of 15 years during

which a period of seven years immediately preceding the 12 month period

referred to in 1) above under (iv) above, and;

VI. He satisfies the minister of his intentions, if naturalized, to continue to reside

permanently in Nigeria.
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-
3.3.4 Status of Aliens

An alien 119 is a person who is not a citizen of Nigeria, a Commonwealth citizen other

than a citizen of Nigeria, a British protected person or a citizen of the Republic or Ireland.

He doesn't, like any other ordinary citizen of Nigeria, enjoy full legal capacity and

privileges bestowed by law. However, unlike a citizen, aliens have no duty of allegiance

tothe state. Protection as a non-citizenship is entitled to when he is within the country not

outside it, and his duty of obedience is also correspondingly limited.

Alien's right to enter Nigeria at any time is also restricted for they are non citizens, unless

they are under a permit issued by the immigration department. Aliens are also restricted

in movement and residence as is stated under the immigration, Control of Aliens

Regulations Act, of 1963.

3.3.5 Status of Married Women And Children.

Nigerian women married to aliens do not automatically lose their Nigerian citizenship as

since the 199 constitution of federal Nigeria, allows them to hole their Nigerian citizens

of both and that of a foreign country hence qualify as dual nationals and citizens under

that constitution and so does their children.

3.3.6 Benefits.

1. In general citizen of Nigeria enjoys full legal capacity, which entitles him

to all the rights and privileges as conferred by law; these include inter alia

being employed in the civil service by the government, even though the

governments nigerianisation policy requires that non Nigerian citizens

should not be employed when there are Nigerians who are competent and

well qualified to perform the same job.

119 See Constitution of the Federation of Nigeria of 1963, section 17 (1)
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2. A citizen id entitled to the protection of the state when both within and

without the state or its territories and in ... he must exercise his duty of

allegiance 0 the state;

3. He can, in addition to interest in land, acquire a freehold interest in the

land. An alien can only acquire a leasehold interest in land after 99 years.

And then only with permission of the government in whose territory the

land is situated. 120 This does not apply to a citizen.

4. A citizen he has no disability in respect to entry onto Nigeria, residence,

movement, occupation and other Activities.

5. He may never be extradited or deported out of the country as a citizen of

Nigeria as Nigeria does not do so for its citizens.

3.3.7 LOSS OF CITIZENSHIP.

Once may lose Nigerian citizenship by either deprivation or denunciation.

Under deprivation, a Nigerian citizen, other than a citizen by birth, may be deprived if his
. . hi 'f121cittzens ip 1 :-

a. He acquired a Nationality of another country by a voluntary and found Act other

than by marriage;

120 Supra note 110 pp 336

121 Ibid pp 334.
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b. He has claimed in a foreign country or in a commonwealth country any right any

right available to him under the laws if that country being a right accorded

exclusively to citizens of that country;

c. If he has shown in himself or by an Act top be disloyal or disaffected towards the

government of Nigeria.

As for renunciation, a citizen of some other commonwealth state or a national of a

foreign country may renounce his foreign citizenship by Ili,aking a declaration to be

registered, after which the person ceases to be a Nigerian citizen. 122

3.3.8 CONCLUSION.

Nigerian dual citizenship law compared to that of the UK is still not open to other types

of citizenship other than that by birth, that is those who hold other foreign citizenship, yet

.have Nigerian citizenship by birth are the only ones so far being accorded these right s

and not naturalized or registered citizens.,

This is a good starting point to enable the country to deal with genuine cases of its

citizens who are citizens by birth and who also happen to hold the citizenship of other

foreign states.

It is evident that Nigeria does allow its citizens by birth to hold dual citizenship and

Nigerian women married to aliens can retain their citizenship of Nigeria without losing

their Nigerian citizenship. Nigeria now is moving towards dual citizenship in a better

way.

122 Ibid pp 375
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1INTRODUCTlON

This dissertation has attempted to present the case for allowing dual citizenship and

emphasizes the need for Kenya to liberalize its laws on citizenship.

This chapter therefore, concludes this dissertation with the high spirit of having dual

citizenship provided for in our Kenyan laws. This will therefore illustrate the

recommendations to be put in place to ensure that the same is include or provided for in

our Kenyan laws which includes first and foremost in the Constitution which is the law of

the land.

The chapter of this study seeks therefore, to explore possibilities that in the long run aim

towards giving a Kenyan citizenship that is readily acceptable to all Kenyans and more

so, that of dual citizenship which has remained a salient issue for a long time. 123It is

important that dual citizenship should not just be a dream but a reality to many if not, all

Kenyans.

4.2 CONCLUSION

This dissertation has attempted to define the concept of dual citizenship and has tried to

distinguish it from that of citizenship generally. This has shown that dual citizenship

relates to analysis in which issues are examined from the point of view of citizens and

that of non-citizens or aliens. However, it is clear that, it is usually natural citizens or

citizens by birth and more so women married to aliens who are mostly affected by this

concept of dual citizenship. This is because they are the ones who find themselves

holding dual citizenship by birth and that of marriage. In addition, there are also Kenyan

women who give birth to their children while abroad. As we have seen these women have

been discriminated in conferring automatic citizenship to their children as compared to

123 Supra note 1
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their male counterparts in the same scenario yet they do confer automatically Kenyan

citizenship to their children born abroad.

We have demonstrated the advantages that can accrue from being a dual citizen as

compared to disadvantages. In this study we have demonstrated that indeed the

advantages of dual citizenship outweigh the disadvantages. These benefits indeed show

that dual citizenship would benefit Kenya's economy and more specifically the Kenyan

citizen as an individual.

The sports industry and especially, the field of athleti has been widely neglected and in

the near future Kenya might lose its glory of having the world runners as its citizens The

declaration by the minister of Sports Achilo Ayacko to bar the athletes who have

embraced other citizenships from training in Kenya is not enough. Neither is setting a

probe team to investigate why the athletes are changing nationalities to embrace other

foreign ones. One can therefore conclude that single citizenship is to some extent stifling

our sporting industry and it is high time Kenya embraced dual citizenship.

A significant part of this dissertation concerned itself with an analysis in specific

countries of the concept of dual citizenship. The idea was to discuss the current situation

in each of these countries before attempting to explain what is desirable in Kenya for

purposes of implementing this concept of dual citizenship. A major area of discussion

was the legal sphere. Democracy, justice and decency dictate that the female

gender and the male gender are equal. Society must therefore, commit itself to

re-socialization where men and women will increasingly accept one another as equal

human beings and partners. Women and especially married women should be allowed to

confer their Kenyan citizenship to their children and more specifically those married to

foreigners.

In light of this conclusion high-ranking government officers such as Cabinet Ministers

should be allowed to hold dual citizenship but, the same should be regulated. Kenya

should also not deprive its citizen its citizenship since they have embraced that of another

country. This has been illustrated by the Convention on Statelessness, which has put

stringent measures for states to deprive their citizens of citizenship.
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Globalization dictates that people move, trade and reside in di fferent parts of the world

other than their country of birth. States must therefore, commit themselves to accept that

their citizens are becoming citizens of other countries and hence make speedy reforms in

their laws to reflect the concept of dual citizenship. This is not a dream, but a reality that

must be achieved if we are to build a more democratic, just and equitable society Checks

and balances are to be put in place to ensure that this comes to pass. Below are

recommendations, which can be considered to ensure dual citizenship is put in place and

is well, implemented in Kenya.

4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations are as follows: -

1. Amend the Current Constitution among other Kenyan laws dealing with

citizenshi p.

These laws include infer alia The Citizenship Act and Thy Immigration Act. This

amendment would reflect the position of the Constitutional draft bill. The new law

should be a detailed provision regarding dual citizenship and how the same should be

proved.

2. In future a Dual Citizenship Act should be passed to provide a concrete and

precise law on dual citizenship after the same has been provided for in the

Constitution.

3. Other continents should emulate Europe and come up with a regional convention

or agreement that recognizes dual citizenship.

4. People should be allowed acquire foreign nationalities without automatically

losing their Kenyan citizenship. But this should be subject to certain limitations

and more so for people who are in high-ranking positions in the government. This

does not mean that they should not hold dual citizenship but it should be

thoroughly regulated.
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5. The Constitution should impose an obligation on the state to eliminate and

discourage all laws, policies and practices, which discriminate against women.

This should aim at strengthening the Constitutional guarantee on gender equality

including the guarantee of equality of citizenship.

6. Those who have lost their Kenya citizenship should be allowed t 0 regain the

same.

7. On the issue of taxation Kenya should enter' to bilateral treaties or agreements

with countries where its citizen are also citizens. This would help as regards the

issue of double taxation. The new law should reflect the mode of payment of

taxes of a dual citizen.

8. Regarding the sporting industry the Mister for sports should ensue that the

incentives they award Kenyan athletes are enough. They should ensure they have

the required training facilities.

9. His docket together with that of Immigration should ensure there are enough

government policies for sportsmen that would make the sportsmen financially

stable. The government should do this by educating them regarding how they can

exploit their intellectual property rights such as trademarks to earn a better living.

This can be done by the government approaching renown athletes such as, Paul

Tergat and Catherine Ndereba to market Kenyan sportswear. Kenya should

however, ensure that it deals with counterfeiting that may adversely affect their

products. The sports administration in Kenya pertaining athletes should also be

reformed

10. There should be mass sensitization and public awareness campaigns through legal

aid and lobby groups, which the government should use to educate Kenyans about

dual citizenship. This is important as everyday Kenyans get to travel and reside in

new environments.
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The question of the protection of foreign nationals or citizens of a state is one of the

issues in international law most closely connected with the different approaches adapted

to international relations by the west and the third world countries.
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